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Deadline set for Jon. 30

'Final offer'from
General Tire given
to union officials
on!
What has been termed in
paiiv statement as the final offer
at
for a new labor contra, t
General Tire in Max field. was thc
focus of attention of the union
bargaining committee Wedries,ia%
•
night.
General - .Fire -management
_ontract
to_union o icia s and requested
thatit lie put before members of
United Rubber Workers Union
Local 665 Wednesday 's ,statenient - from
plant management officials.stated
that if not areepted bx the llama
III be
to Jan AI. the iiffur
withdrawn
The full-scale production shut
down imposed .11oridax
ItN't.lil'..1m 0tIialleged ail:: iii
pans equipment IN still in effect
Damage is being investigated to
the Graves ' t'ount% Sheriff's
Department

RENOVATION WORK — This view of the office once occupied by
the Calloway County Sherifrs department illustrates the extent of
renovation being done inside the Calloway County Courthoine. Donnie Myatt, Hazel, is working on new cabinets to be installed in the office that will soon be the headquarters for the county attorney. Myatt

and Rupert Nix, Sunset Drive, are employed on a monthly basis to
complete the remodeling. Several offices in the courthouse have been
moved, renovated or expanded so that the function, of each office
can be handled more efficiently, according to Judge-Executive
Staff photo by Ruth Ann Combs
George Weeks.

Courthouse continues interior renovation
By RUTH ANN 00110111
Staff Writer
For ttelse people who don't like change, a
trip to the Calloway'County Courthouse could
be very frustrating.
For instance, if you need to see the county
clerk you might find yourself in the sheriff's
office, because the sheriff moved so that the
county attorney could have his office so that
the Property Valuation Administration could
have his office.
It's really not as confusing as it sounds at
first,- it's only a matter of shifting offices so
that each can operate more efficiently.
According to Calloway County JudgeExecutive George Weak& the courthouse was
built in .1911 and some major changes had to
be made'recently to accommodate all the activities that take place in a Courthouse.
The first step was the relocation of the cir-

cuit court and the district court and courtrelated offices to the old post office building at
the corner of 4th and Maple Streets.

This move took place after extensive
renovation to the building at a cost of about
$250000.
Preliminary steps for this move were made
under the administration of Judge Robert 0.
Miller, whose decision it was to purchase the
building. The project was then carried out
under the current Weeks' administration.
Then the moves began, and continue, at the

courthouse.
The county clerk's office was moved
upstairs to what was the courtroom utilized
by both the circuit and district courts.
The sheriff's office was then relocated to
the old county clerk's office.
The space left vacant by the sheriff's move
is currently being remodeled to accommodate
the county attorney.

So what about the county attorney's office"
Well it won't be empty for long becau.se the
Property Valuation Administrator is waiting
to make his move and will occupy his current
office and the one now being used by the county

attorney.
The final move will be left to the county

treasurer who will have a private office
upstairs. renovated from a storage room
Renovation and remodeling work is being
done by Rupert Nix, Sunset Drive and Donnie
Myatt, Hazel, appointed by Weaks to the job.
They are employed on a monthly basis.
To date, the amount spent nn renovation of
the courthouse is just over $13,400 and Weeks
expects the final total to be around $20,000.
From the outside, the courthouse looks
much the same as it always has, but upon
entering, even a life-long resident of the county may have to ask for directions

Commission presents final benefit plan
America, on Main Street and all panded coverage, higher tann*acBy CLIFF HAAS
over the country," will prompt count for 75 percent of the proposAssociated Press Writer
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Armstrong also attacked a protaxes and a six-month delay in this
Also included in the final report July's cost-of-living increase, ex- vilion of the pact which would tax
due today is a strong reconunen- pected to be about 5 percent. The benefits going to retirees with an
dation from nine of the panel's 15 plan won a 13-3 conunission vote income of 620,000 or more
members to gradually raise the and the endorsement of President
The other commission
retirement age from 65 to 46 in the Reagan and congressional (haunters were Rep. Bill Archer,
early yearsit the next century, leaders.
it-Texas, and former Rep Joe
meaning those born in 1949 or
Armstrong, chairman of the Waggoner,13-1A.
later would have to wait an extra Senate Finance Committee's subEven before the final report was
*year to begin collecting full retire- corm:11th* on Social Security and released, commission sources
ment benefits.
one of the three who voted against who asked not to be quoted by
Sew William L Armstrong, R- the rescue plan, said in a written name said a majority was recomCoki.. said Wednesday the pro- dissent included with the panel's mending that the retirement age
posals of the National Commission final report that it relies too heavi- ot SI be gradually pushed up one
month a year soon after the turn of
on Social Security Reform, once ly entitles. '
"Including revenue from ex- the century until it reached 66 in
they are understood by "middle

the year 201 1 he aim would be to
wipe out the remaining third of
Social Security's long-term deficit
that would remain even if all of
the panel's recommendations
become law
However, the comments on raising the retirement age were not a
part Of the deal agreed to by
Reagan, the commission and congressional leaders
Meanwhile. former Sorial

Security commissioner Robert M
Ball had said he and several other
Democrats on the panel would
suggest a payroll tax increase of
about 0.45 percentage points in the
year 3010 as an alternative to wipe
out the rest of the long-term shortfall.

Joining the Capitol Hill opposition to the pact were Gill' Sens
jaw Helms of North Carolina.
Steve Symms of Idaho arid Nancy
Rainebatun of Kansas

Officials watch for China embargo expansion
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-Obviously, if they'ra.kurtailing
soybean imports, the same thing
could happen with wheat," she
•
said,
There is an agreement with
adeis that guirantees minimum
exports el U2. wheat each year.
Ms. Witham Mat
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Reagan predicts recovery
of economic conditions
By WALTER R. MI ARS
AP Special Correspoodot
WASHINGTON AP iPresident Reagan said today the
greatest satisfaction is his first
two years in the White Haus,. is
the conviction that he has changed
the course of "a 1 1 4111try that was

MSU co-eds
slightly injured
by BB gunfire
at Milt..1

1.1.44)

State University were slightly in
jurist Wednesday w hen sa mr.aa•
apparently fired at them with a
BB gun from inside Hart Hall
One as hit on top-of the head.
according to Joe Green, director
of the MS1' Public Safety Depart'
molt. and the other .as strui k in
(he neck
Green reports that 'skin was
broken" on both the girls as a
result of the shots Green, who
would not release the names of the
students. said the one struck in the
head was treated and released it
the MS1' Student Health. Center
and the tone hit in the neck was
treated and released at Murray
:41114,1440i County 1103q31ta1.

mostly cloudy
Today mostly cloudy with
highs in the upper 30a East
winds 5 to 15 mph. Tonight a 40
percent chance 'for light freezing rain or snow lows in the
mid to upper 20s East winds 5
to 10 mph Friday 50 percent
chance for rain or snow Highs
in the upper 30s Southeast
winds 5 to 15 mph
LAKE I.EVEIS
354.6
Kentucky Lake
:154.4
lake Barkley.
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In a pers,mal !Linkman% tele%
ed appraisal of ho. III•us1.1t11, “r
the second annt% elsat% .1 hi'. m
1(eaemi iit •Chl- I 1)11..d
States is entering a sir.is,,ti ..t
s'‘,Cti ttlinigh ti or. tic.anti.

' mot
other problems are pro% in)
.1!fficult than tic anti, loafed
s
entter on Mid 1 v:14.1-. I
a'r

.01.1 .411

\merit a on the mend .• he
.114 piiii iriu. at,11
Nrarl% it iv,
Shit% s 11%11r:1111w

1,1. Cr%

Iteagari said his majoi .11‘,114
ponitinerits stemmed froni tbc
fact that he had to comp!. tills)'
. with C.Ingress and !•rildn't get his
economic pi 1140 .4111 al*I)I o%Vil
chapter and verse
Wt. did get a goodl% share of
what we asked." he said liUtr 114'
N41111911' full implementation of his
original program of tax ..111N :11111
sPending-( orbs vvotilil have dealt
more swittl% with the nation's
ecomatiu priiblenis
• • Looking hawk. I guess iris
greatest salisfacii,!fl is the cony i,
lion that a eouritrv that was
NPectillIg dangerously at the
wrong. direction has been st•I ii
the right course." the president
said
He said the administration is Undoing (hn
years of overtaxing and 40:1•I'Spc11ding. andit's.- made America
resjx•cted III Inc IA orlil
But Reagan said 'till' acCUMUlate1I damage tuts piled up so
high for so long" that it is taking
longer than anticipated to deal
with the l'ellf1()My
Reagan said that whihii F
Kennedy came to the White
House, he commented- that he'd
discovered the problems were as
bad as lw hail said they were durIng the canipaign
i Continued On Page 2.
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The ('alloway, Count Fire and
Rescue Squad, operating with 2ti
volunteers, logged over 7.500 mare
hours in 1982, reports Max Dowdy,
squad chief
I kiwdy says the hours are
recorded in the categorics if
work,fire and rescue
The members of the stitio-1
volunteered 4,765 work hours
This, according to 1)ovitly.. includes training sessions anti
schoolsInd maintenance done to
the squad's headquarters,
vehicles and equipment.
.. The amount.Of igme the squa
-spent on rtil,

2,421 hours.
Records for 1962 reflet.t 500
man-hours spent on rescue •
The squad responded to 222 fire
calls, two drownings and fatir
rescue MieonS
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Leg warmer making, anyone?

Craft Shop hosts variety of workshops at MSU
A variety of workshops ranging
from auto mechanics for women
to making legwanners will be offered for persons of all ages by the
Craft Shop at Murray State
University during the spring
semester
Registration for any of the 11
different workshops is scheduled
through Monday. Feb 14, in the
Craft Shop on the lower level of
the University Center Craft Shop
hours are 1 30 to 10 p m Monday
through Thursday and 1 30 to 5
p in on Friday
Fees for the workshops range
from 13 to $12 for Craft Shop
members who register before
Feb 14 They must be paid in cash
at the tune of registration A late
fee will be charged after Feb 14 to
register for some workshops
Murray State students, faculty,
staff and their dependents, and
anyone more than 65 years of age
are automatic Craft Shop
members Other persons may use
Craft Shop facilities by pay ing a $5
membership fel' for eat h
seniester

Sheriff's probe
results in two arrests
A 12-hour-mvestigation by the.
i'alloway County Sheriff's liepartment Wednesday resulted m two
arrests
Deputy Larry Nixon reports
that offiFials at Calloway County.
High SChool notified the department that a student at the school
had been seen with "unknown
substances
Hilly T Morefield. 18. Riviera
Courts, was arrested at the school
between 10 30 and 11 a in by the
sheriff's department and charged
with possession of Schedule: 11(.011trolled substances
Following questioning of
Morefielet and seven others, the
department searched the
residence of Mae W Lanwert. 5(ri
('ollege •I'ourt.s. Murray State
•-mvel-sit
Lampert was arrested at iipproxlmatel) 3 30 p in and charged with trafficking or transferring
a Schedule II controlled substance
after the search uncovered
several ''prescription-type bottles...according to Peeler.
Morefield and I.ampert are
lodged in the Calloway('empty Jail
with Morefield's bond set at $2.500
cash and I.ampert's at 815.000
-ash
The sheriff's department was
assisted by. the Mtil• Public Safet
h•partment
Nixon added that investigation
into the incident continues

Spring workshops include .
Beginning Photography
to
meet from 7 to 9 p.m on
Wednesday s from Feb 16 through
March 23. It includes darkroom
techniques in black-and-white
photography
Advanced -Photography
to
inert from 7 to 9 p m on
Wednesdays from April 6 through
April 27. It involves instruction in
a variety of special film and
darkroom techniques
Ceramics to meet from 7 to 9
p m on Wednesdays from March
23 through May 4 The workshop
includes throwing. handbuilding
and glazing ttchniques with an
electric kiln.
Silkscreen to meet from 7 to 9
p m on Thursdays from March 31
through April Za Instruction will
include various stencil and
photographic techniques for printing on patter and fabric
Make Your Own Legwanners
to Merl frOM 7 to 9 p in on
Thursdays from Feb 17 through
March 3 It is a knitting class for
beginning or advanced students
Ukraman ,Easter Eggs
to
meet from 7 to 9 p m on Mondays
March 21 and 28 The workshop
rovers' techniques, customs,
legends and s)mbols of an ancient
art
Auto Mechanics for Vionwn to
Meet from 7 to 9' p in on
Wednesdays from April 6 through
April 20 It consists of basic
maintenance and re-pair tips and a
simple 'guide to the
as an
automobile operates
Houseplants Care and Culture
to meet ,from 7 to 10 p in on
Monday. April 18---The workshop
will cover light needs, insect and

Car theft arrest
mode
by MPD
•

rho Murro Pon) e I iepartment
has arrested n-year-old, [fanny
Hoover, Shady C Mks Mobile Horne
Court..in connection with an earls
We-dm-seta) morning at rta-ft
hairy I k•tcctive Charles Peeler
reports that llooVer se as arrested
Wedneselay and chargeil with
the-ft and unlawful taking of over
SPX)
Hoover apparenth stole the at
and Wrecked it about six miles out
of town on Kentucky 94 East
The vehicle-. belonging to
Thottia.s Shirley. fi0'.) Main St .
caught fire and was completely
destroyed, according to a
speikesman for the Calle)way Count) Fire and Rescue Squad who
was called to the scene
Hoover is lodged in Calloway
County Jail on $10,000 cash bond,
according to Peeler

disease control, buying. repotting.
acclimation. and types of containers for interior plants.
Bike Maintenance — to meet at
a time and on dates- yet to be
determined for four weekly sessions. It will cover attitudes
toward bike riding, as well as
maintenance and repair
demonstrations.
Two workshops — Framing and
Matting
will be repeated
several times during the course of
the spring semester.
Framing workshops will consist
of two meetings, a demonstration
and a working session to construct
a frame. F:ve separate classes
are scheduled. Feb. 14 and 21:
March 1 and 8: March 23 and 30:

Separate Matting workshops
are scheduled from 7 to 9 p.m. on
six dates- Feb. 16, Feb. 21, March
10, March 22. April 5and April 29.
Facilities in the Craft Shop Include two darkrooms for
photography, a ceramics kiln and
accesories,a mat cutter for mounting pictures and artwork,
sillucreen equipment, a modern
sewing machine, a machine to
make badges for organizations,
and tools for framing.
Anyone whaling additional information about thiktraft Shop or
the spring workshops may caU
7824119 during Craft Shop hours.

U.S. economic turnaround
seen by authorities in 1983
By ROBERT BURNS
AP Business Writer
After the steep drop in economic
activity last year, 1983 ought to be
a year of steady, if modest, improvement for businesses and-consumers. many economists
believe.
The turn is at hand," Alan
Greenspan. chairman of the
economic consulting firm
Townsend-Greenspan & Co. Inc
told a forum in New York on
Wednelscia y '
•'There has not been any
deereseated. permanent damage
in odr economy which would prevent it from really moving up very
sharply. provided that interest
rates, somehow, could be brought
down," Greenspan said.
Many economists are looking
for a turnaround from the 2.5 percent drop in gross national product during the 182 fourth
quarter. The Commerce Department reporti-d Wednesday that
the fourth-quarter retreat ended a
year trt %which the GNPdropped 1.8
percent
the biggest decline
since 1946, when it fell 14.7 percent
"This is a year of recovery,"
said Malcolm Raldrige, the Commerce Secretary He added that
he expects the recovery to pick up
speed as the year rolls on.
Albert T Sorpmera,,chief
economist at the- Conference
Board in Neu Yak,maul he thinks
a recovery already is under way
and that the economy will grow
much faster this year than the
Reagan adnumstration's forecast
of a 1 4 percent rise
Sommers estimates growth for
the year of 2 4 percent. By
historical standards, both percentages would be extremely small
for the first year of a recovery in

business conditions.
Somers also sees no significant
decline in the unemployment rate.
The Conference Board is a
research group supported by
businesa.
In Washington, a group of
tautness and financial executives
told the Reagan administration
Wednesday that they fear interest
rates could be pushed higher in
1963 unless the federal budget
deficit is trimmed from the current proiections of $310 billion.
"On this course, we could not
expect either sustained economic
growth or genuine price stabil- ty." the group said in a letter to
President Reagan and congressional leaders

Reagan
examines
tax system
•

'WASHINGTON (AP i - The
Reagan administration is studying a revamped income tax
system that would exempt savings, stock and bond purchases
and other forms of investment
while taxing personal spending on
consumer goods and services.
President Reagan's chief
economist, Martin S. 'Feldstein,
siild Wednesday Gum, the administration "Ls considering a major tax reform initiative," and a
so-called consumption tax is "one
of the approaches we have been
discussing."
"The consumption tax approach
is appealing in a number of
ways," Feldstein said in a speech
prepared for delivery to a tax conference.

Needline plans
SNOW WATCH — CABLE CHANNEL 13 initial meeting
%go

The first council meeting of the
Church and Community
Cooperative Ministry of the
Murray-Calloway County Need
Line Association, Inc., has been
scheduled.
Betty Boston, Need Line president, said the meeting will be
Monday at 7 p.m. at the Calloway
Public Library.
This ministry is a cooperative
effort between the Calloway County Fiscal Cowl, the Need* Line
Association, the Murray-Calloway
County Ministerial Association,
and other interested churches,
clubs and individuals of Murray
and Calloway County.
Mrs. Boston said a report of activities will be presented by Euple
Ward, executive director of Need
Line. a budget will be approved,
officers will be elected, along with
other items pertaining to the council.
"This meeting is open to all interested persons," Mrs. Boston
said.

k
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CHECK US FIRM
If It Snows, We'll Be Informed.
Turn on Channel 13,
to see if schools are closed.
Also, if your club meeting is cancelled

call-Marti -753-1916.
•

•

Aprii 7 and 14; and April TS and
May 2.

BRIEFING — Gov. Wayne Williams of the Kentucky District of
Ctvitan International, is briefed by Civitan International President
Jim Berryman of Arkadelphia, Ark. Williams attended the Governors Update meeting in Birmingham on Jan. 1442. The Governors
set future plans and goals for the organization. Ctvitan International
Is an association of approximately 1,100 service clubs located in the
United States, Canada, NorWpy, Sweden, West Germany, Japan,
Korea, and the Republic of Qi,Civitan International is the first
service club to have opened its
to both men and women.
Civitans adopted major emphasis pro)ects to help the mentally and
physically handicapped.

University presidents meet,
discuss desegregation snag
LEXINGTON, Ky. I AP) — Four
university presidents plan to meet
later this week to discuss a snag in
the state's desegregation plan.
Harry Snyder. executive director of the state Council on Higher
Education, said Wednesday that
the meeting would include officials of the University of Kentucky, Northern Kentucky University. the University of Louisville
and Kentucky State University.
Louisville Prfsident Donald
Swain said he expected the
meeting with Snyder to be held
Friday.
Snyder-, KSU President Raymond Bin-se and Rush Dozier.
chief assistant to Gov. John Y.

Brown Jr., met for three hours in
Washington on :Tuesday with
Harry M. Singleton, assistant
secretary of education for civil
rights.'
The conferees- were unable to
agree on a plan to guarantee 3 percent of the admissions to state
medical, dental and law schools to
graduates of historically black
KSU,Snyder said.
The state may lose some federal
education funds if the desegregation plan fails to win federal approval by Feb. 14
The professional-school admissions proposal was a key part of
the state's plan to.attract students
to KSU.

Embargo ...
Continued From Page 1
China was No. 6 as a foreign importer of American agricultural
products in the fiscal year that
ended Sept 30 The value of
shipments was about $1.82 billion,
down 17 percent from more than
$2.18 billion in 1980-81.
The leader. Japan. comparatively. imported $5.74 billion
worth of U.S. farm products. That
was down 15 percent from a
record $6.74 billion the previous
year.
Total U.S. farm exports declined last year by about 11 percent to
$39.1 billion.
No U.S. soybeans have been sold
to China for delivery this year,
compared to about 400,000 metric

Reagan ...

,Continued

tons in 1981-82, the department's
Foreign Agricultural Service said.
A metric ton' is about 2,205
pounds and is equal to 36.7 bushels
of soybeans or wheat, or 39.4
bushels of corn.
Sales of cotton total only about
14.000 bales, partly because China
produced a bumper crop of its own
in 1982. In 1981-82, sales were
831,000 bales.
A four-year agreement requires
China to buy a minimufn of 6
million metric tons of U.S. wheat
and corn each calendar year. The
pact now is in its third year.
In 1962, sales totaled 8.66 million
tons, and in 1961, 8.33 million tons.
So far in 1963, sales have been
about 2.06 million tons.

From Page 1)

-In my case," Reagan said, other side," Reagan said.
"the biggest surprise was finding
He said that when Europeans
out that they are even worse."
come to realize that, it will underHe said once again that his pro- mine Soviet propaganda demands
posal to eliminate all Soviet and for a freeze at current weapons
U.S. medium-range missiles in levels.
Europe remains "the best solution
Reagan dismissed as only a
for both sides" in nuclear arms rumor a report that the Soviets
negotiations that are to resume had threatened to break off talks
next Thursday in Geneva.
on control of longer-range nuclear
But Reagan said he isn't budg; weapons if the United States goes
trig in his determination to deploy on with its scheduled deployment
new U.$. intermediate-range of missiles in Europe. "We have
missiles there late this year unless only heard that as a rumor," he
the Soviets agree to a fair, said."We have no report that is an
verifiable agreement.
official demand."
"What the Soviet Union is
On domestic matters, Reagan
demanding is the right to main- said he will not yield to demands
tain intermediate-range ballistic tor delaying or decreasing
missiles to hit every population scheduled income tax cuts
center in Europe, but they don't because °Ube looming $200 billion
want a single weapon of a deter- deficit. "I am determined that the
rent nature to be there on the two remaining tax cuts in our program will be put in place," he
said.
That's a 10 percent cut effective
July 1, and the indexing of taxes
beginning in 1985, so that inflation
will not push people into higher
Lax brackets.
1-re Belie 'e . . .
He was asked about reports that
the administration is considering
a flat-rate income tax system,
under which deductions would be
limited and rates would be
Lowered.
"That Is a thing we have agreed
to look at, study, in connection
with what we think is the top
priority in taxes ... to have a tax
system that the people can
understand," Reagan said. He
said the current tax code is far too
complicated.
9'PI 114 1.1)1 re CAM(
Asked whether he was concerned over cixnplaints from his conservative allies that he's turned
away from' their philosophy and
THL JAYCEIS.
become a =dealt...Reagan said:
A Leadership Training
"I have to say you must be doing
Organization
something right when you get
State University football and
rocks thrown at you from both
basketball games.
sides."

Sunday banquet concludes
observance of Jaycee Week
The Murray-Calloway CountyJaycees will conclude observance
of National Jaycee Week with a
banquet Sunday night for new
members.
An open house at the Jaycee
building also has been scheduled
from 1 p.m. to 3 Sunday.
The Jaycees will be canvassing
the county Saturday and have
been talking to businesses about
prospective members.
Jaycee members must be between the ages of 18 and 36. The
organization promotes leadership
tr4lekag thr_pagh cottlalliqft
development,
.
Several people have already expressed en interest In Joining the
organisation.
Among the local Jaycee projects are the annual county fair
and programs sold at Murray
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President signs bill
The president recently signed a bill authorizing
the tax expenditure of more than 830 million in
rewards to drug companies for developing and
marketing drugs for treating rare diseases.
It is a good cause. So are they all, all the causes
for which tax expenditures have been authorized.
But all of them open the back door to the federal
treasury. The result is to distort the federal tax
system, deprive Congress of control over revenue
sources for the federal government and throw the
federal budget more than $200 billion in the red.
Tax expenditures are revenue losses that provide
incentives for certain activities and selective tax
relief for certain groups of taxpayers.
In their effect on the federal budget, tax expenditures are identical with direct spending programs, except that tax expenditures are harder to
control, harder to reduce and almost impossible to
eliminate.
In 1987, tax expenditures amounted to 4.4 percent
of gross national product. Now thcy have gitiwn td
8.3 percent of GNP.
Because the federal government is running such
a huge deficit, every dollar of tax expenditure is
now financed by government borrowing and inflates the $1.2 trillion national debt.
This fiscal year. tax expendituresare expected to
amount to -8253 billion -- more than enough to
balance the federal budget, if they could be
recovered.
But they can't be recovered. People have come to
depend upon them. Strong constituencies have
developed to defend them.
Imagine the furor if Congress di('ided tp save $25
billion next year by eliminatmg the deductibility of
mortgage interest on owner-occupied homes. Or $10
billion by eliminating the deductibility of property
tax on owner-occupied homes. Or if it was decided
to save $13 billion by eliminating investment credits
and accelerated depreciation for corporations and
individuals. Or to save $S billion by cutting exemptions for oil and gas well drillers.
Tax expenditures become petrified into law, exempt from ceilings and, protected from critical
review.
Taxes should be levied for the sole purpose of
raising revenue to support the proper.functions of
government. The tax system should not be used for
other social or political or _economic purposes,
however worthy. If subsidies are needed for the
drug industry, or for any other purpose. Congress
should enact a spending program for that purpose
and appropriate the necessary funds annually to
operate the program. That way there would be a lid
on spending and there would be a regular review of
the amounts spent.
Congreasahould vote no more tax expenditures --no matter how worthy the cause.

garrott's galley

by m.c. garrott

You learn early in this business
not to be critical of sportsmanship
Jim Rector's story in The Ledger
the other day about Paducah
Tilghman beating the Calloway
County boys 103-69 one night ,last
week brought back memories
Early in 1941. I was the sports
editor of The Mayfield Messenger,
and in those days there were high
schools all over the county They- still
have seven -- Farmington. Sedalia.
Wmgo, Symsonia, Fancy Earth and
LuweS in the county and Mayfield
High in town - which is unusual in
this age Of consolidation
That basketball season. 190-41,
there were some good teams in the
county. Baby Deweese and his
Sedalia Lions, as always was one of
the top ones. Jirnmy Pickard had
built a good one at Mayfield High,
and Phillip Waggoner and his Wing()
Indians could beat just about
anybody on a given night
But the real powerhouse was the
Pilot Oak Panthers down in the
.southwest corner of the county, and,'
if my memory serves me correctly.
the coach was Duke Mayfield.
They didn't have a gymnasium out
there for a long tune, practicing outside and. playing their home games
on someone,else's floor. But they had
some real tough teams They could
and did beat Just about anybody Who
would square off against them
• • •
One night, though. rhey beat sonic.
hapless little team I. believe it was
Fancy Farm
someting like 113-23
without making a single sUbstitution
When the game was phoned in the

i- uit , -tilt , ill 1, A fleltrc il 1- .44“ an
noun, •-.1 he .it ..,, e there w a:, 111111'
11ollh1 htll t11.1t I. IA ..11111 $A in
‘1e tas‘er quit , ..ii paigning Ile
was alwac s 1.i:siting the little t am
11111111114-, ill the , taint% Ai-inking ..,,,..i,,
pupa and ...Aviv cheese and I, t .1, kit at the stores and talking with
farmers ni the fields He • kit -cc
et etc tyodx in the count% tic fit st'
name, and did fax ors for hurireds o!
them 'Falk about a nulehe laitiovs
man' Fatt% Yates w.r. .1.

nest morning arid I learned that
every one of the Pilot Oak players
were in double figures. I thought that
was a gross example of poor sport
31111111titlip, and pra,t retied to Nal. s.o
rather vehemently in a daily sports
column I cc a'. writing at the time
It took day or so for that to soak in
out there in the Pilotoak communr- •
ty. they vetting their paper a day
late, but when It did you-know-what
hit the fan'
I wouldn't have gone out to Pilot
Oak after that.for a million dollars
nut everything Why, they
Mone%
would have is wiled me if I had gone
out there after they read that col
unm
I am sure t• was soundly denounced
'around the stove at the store, at the
-filling station, in the scoots and probably. from ttw pulpits of all 11w churches in the community My - name
was strictly mud in Pilot Oak after
that
A day or so later. a delegation
each mad enough to bite nails
showed up bright and early at the office. angrily protesting my column
and demanding an apology They
had a long letter from the eoisili
explaining his no-substitution game
and demanded that it, too. be printe,

,,*.,Hr .,,,
the, l.,.„„.
ii.. ,...., tht. „i t,... thi,t,,h_._,th..t.

even

• • •
My editor at the tint.. was a
pound fellowfellow by the name of Nathan
's- bccanic a
B.(Fait) 1.)(ates, who tabs.
holdt1f,
er
perennial county 1/fr
to be defeated first for cormicr.
then county court clerk and then cir-
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Last September when the frightening reports hit
that seven people in Chicago had died from cyanidelaced Tylenol, Johnson & Johnson, the parent company of McNeil Consumer Products Co., which
makes the aspirin substitute, had a lot of corporate
decisions to make. It could have ducked and
covered as did Metropolitan Edison and supplier
Babcock & Wilcox in the Three Mile Island crisis. It
could have toughed it out as did Procter & Gamble
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Tylenol comes back
after near disaster

when its Rely tampons were linked to toxic shock
syndrome. It could have thrown up its hands as did
Manville Corp. when asbestos lawsuits poured in. In
short, it could have given the American public what
far too often it has been led to expect when a large.
corporation suffers a setback of its own or of
another's making - artful dodging.
From all appearances. though, Johnson &
Johnson played it differently. It made the protective public relations moves, advertising heavily,
putting its executives on television, providing free
samples. But in addition it promptly took 30million
capsules off the market, set up telephone hot lines
to' give information to doctors and consumers and
openly discussed all aspects of the tragedy. Then it
quickly developed a tamper-resistant package.
The company's brass said its response of candor
and public concern was shaped somewhat by the
credo set out in the 1940a by Gen. Robert Wood
Johnson, son of the founder. "The day has passed
when business was a private matter - if ever it
was." Johnson wrote. "In a business society, every
act of business has social consequences and may
arouse public interest. Every time business hires.
builds, sells or buys.. It must be prepared to accept
full responsibility."
By voluntarily accepting that responsibility, by
looking beyond the bottom line, Johnson & Johnson
seems to have miraculously revived Tylenol's fortunes in the marketplace. Old-fashioned respect for
consumer, it appears. is still good.011S111C113.
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heartline
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline. 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45.3111. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a self-addressed, -stamped
envelope. The most upeful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE. Would you please
explain what &SI is, who is eligible to
receive it and how you apply for it

K.D.
ANSWER Supplemental Security
Income (called SSI ) is a program.
handled through your local Social
Security office, to provide monthly
benefit checks for persons who are
1. Either blind. disabled or over the

age of OS;
2. Can meet the allowed income requirements; and.
3. Either a US. citizen or a,legally

admitted alien
If you meet requirements number 1
and 3,and if you have a very smallnicome and very few assets, you should
call your local Social Security office
to see if you meet Ow income and
asset requirements for. Your state
the income and assets requirement
does very from state to state due to
differences in cost of living in each
state). To apply for &SI. you go to
your local Social Security office, taking with you the folloviing.
• If you are not currently receiving
a social security check, you will need
proof it( your age
• If you receive assistance in your
support from other family members
or any bne else, you will need their
names WWI the amount of money or
support they provide.

thoughts in season

•••

By Ken Wotf
-The ancient Persian followers of
the prophet Zoroaster followed an
ethical systein that In some ways
paralleled that of the Jews and Christians They beheVed, for example,

that you should "not do unto others
what would not be good for yourself."
However. the Zoroastrian religion
was an upper class faith, designed to
encourage:good breeding" as well
as moral naprightnees. -Several injunctions from a fourth century test,"
quoted in R. C. Lehner. The
Timeline et- She Ada.- tOnfereL
11/71), convey the chin flavor of
Zaroutrtan ethics:
. -Listen to all that you hair and
de not meet It at random
•••
Give imaignese 01111111111f
ly who Weis belilliNg.

So far as you possibly
not bore your fellow to
0

an, do

Plans currently are iderway for a
second printing of Ken Wolf's
"Thoughts in Season,- a paperback
collection of the author's columns
which have appeared in the Murray
Ledger & Times There will have to
be MO requesta for the book tq warrant a sep.nd printing Those wanto Order a book, at slightly
cost than those in the first
_
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iii6iiIii contact bne Of the
following people: Marti Erwin, Irma
La Follette, Susan Hart, Alida
Gravel, Euple Ward, Clara Hum, Alice Milton, Gerry., Reed,
Dpld Roos, Max Hurt, Betty Lowry

or
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Thirty years ago
t ;env McDougal. son _of Mr and
Mrs. Pierce Met)ougal. won the
state-with• Dairy Production Contest
of the Future Farmers of Anicrica,
sponsored by Kentucky Jersey i I"a
Club
Calloway County Post 5638 of
Veterans of Foreign Wars has approved a resolution asking for II
postage stamp to be printed in honor.
of Nathan B Stubblrf'cid, inventor of
radio'from Murray
.
-Larry Kerley of Murray wall attend the Inaugural Ballfar.Dw4ght I).
Eisenhower. _ as prekujent _sod
Richard Nixon .as vice president
tonight in Washington, ILL;• fromi.
column, ''SeenI Heard Around Murray- by James(' Williams,
Cecil Hopkins was honored at a dinner on his 52nd birthday on Jan. 18 at
his home.

_
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Motyiage Encounter planned

Atkin§-Forris vows
solemnized Jon. 10
Dr Linda Adams Atkins and Major W. Daniel
Farris. both of Boonville, Mo.. were married Monday. Jan. 10. by Judge Kenton G. Askren at 804
Shamrock in Boonville
Major Farris is the son of Mrs. Ada Earns. 1711
Ryan Ave., Murray. and the late WI. Farris. He is
assistant professor of military science and adjutant
in the ROTC detachment at Kemper Military School
and College an Floonville.
Dr Atkins is the (laughter of Mr. and Mrs. Louis
L Adams, 1120 E Wood St., Parts, Tenn. She Is the
vice president for academic affairs and dean at
Kemper
Attending the ceremony were Dr. Atkins' sons,
Mark and David, who are Kemper cadets, and Lt.
Col and Mrs John E l'arker, Boonville. IA. Col.
Parker is professor of military science at Kemper.
The couple will be at home at 804 Shamrock in
Boonville

Marriage Encounter
will again come to Murray the weekend of Feb.
18 to 20. This will be at the
Holiday Inn.
"For couples who
would like to make a good
marriage even better,
Marriage Encounter can
be the answer," said a
'person who had attended
one of the special
weekends
This is a Weekend
designed to strengthen
the art of communication
between husband and

wife
desiring to talk to a couIt is for any couple ple who has expenenced
regardless of age who this meaningful weekend
desires to better their may call any of the
marriage: Those with following couples who
good communication to will be. happy to discuss
deepen it, those with poor the weekend or to refer
communication to im- you to other couples who
prove it; those with no have been encotintered.
communication who are
Sam and Jame Parker
willing to open to their tarry and Gail Wright,
partner a means of Tom and Lois Green.
restonngior reawakerung Warne and Lilly
their communication.
Williams, Jerry and Judy
Many couples have Wallace. Greg and Terri
been encountered in the Delancey and Jim and
Murray area Anyone Delores I a wson

Prince Edward
to be student

PA Advisory Board
discusses area needs
The Parents Anonymous i PA Advisory Board
met Monday. Jan. 17
This group is attempting to be resourceful to
those in need of their program The members
discussed the importance of enhancing their referral system to the group.
Volunteers are needed in areas of transportation
to weekly group meetings and for the parent/buddy
program._ Members present were encouraged to
provide names of volunteers to participate in these
areas
The Advisory Board %elfI provide to any interested
organization more information regarding the purpose. goals and structure of Parents Anonymous.
Any person who is interested in the group or its
activities may call 759-1087. 762-2983 or 753-4128.
The next advisory board meeting will be at Granny's Porch on Friday. March 4. at 12.30 p.m
—

PRICE
Still Good Selections
Buy early for your Valentine

Offer Starts Thursday
Limited Time Only

TACO JOHNS.
Centrotopping Center
Hwy.
'41 N., Murray
Across From The Stadium
753-9697

0111e-tang's Den

Of

Mil Air Center ICS 9:30-5:30

PAUL
NEWMAN

•Accessories 1/2 off
*60% Off Pants And All
Junior and Misses Suits
•All Hanes Alive
Support Hose
/
1
2 off

•.and love
will never be
all the same.

~Aar 78341314

*All China. Silver and
Crystal 20% off
'One Table Silver
Holloware/
1
2off
*Anniversary Sale of
Hanes Hose 25% off
*Sweaters 60% off
*Rabbit Fur Jackets/
1
2 off
'All Skirts 60% off

LONDON
AP
Despite some controversy over his grades.
Prince Edward, the
youngest of queen
Elizabeth II's three soils,
will enter Cambridge
Universtty this fall.
Students at the college
have protested that the
prince's final British high
school examination
grades last summer were
not high enough to Warrant a place at Cambridge Press Association. Britain's domestic
news agency. reported he
got a •1_"' in—Enghsh
Literature, a "D" in
history, and,a "D" in the
joint subject of
economic; and political
science
Edward. 18, will major
in archeology, anthropology and history in
a- three-year honors
degree course. -BuCkIngham Palace announced Tuesday. Those are
the same subjects his
brother. Prince Charles,
studied at Cambridge 15
years ago.

Fires involve
home furniture
WASHINGTON AP) —
Fires involving
upholstered furniture
claimed 1,400 lives in the
United States during 1981,
with_a majority of them
caused by cigarettes, the
Consumer Product Safety
Commission has been
told
James Hoebel, of. the
commission's staff, told
the panel there were
35,000 fires that year Involving upholstered 'furniture, making it the
"biggest killer" of all the
products under jurisdiction of the agency.
Sixty-four percent of
the fires and 86 percent of
the deaths occurred as a
result of a -cigarette igniting the furniture, he
said. Another 930 deaths
occurred in 62,000 fires involving bedding, again
with most eau:red by
cigarettes, he said.

MURRAL
"EMI/
GUEST SPEAKER — District Lions Club Lt. Governor Danny Cope of Poen=
Trot, left, and Past District Governor Joe Pat James of Murray discuss future
plans for District 43K at meeting of Murray Lions Club.

Cope speaker for Lions club
Danny Cope. lieutenant
governor of District 43K
of Lions Club, Possum
Trot, was speaker at the
meeting of the Murray
Lions Club on Tuesday.
Jan. 11, at Murray
Woman's Club House.
Lion Cope discussed the
extension efforts of Lions
Club in the district. tie
challenged the Lions to
attempt to find one leader
In a community which
does not have a lions
Club and help that individual develop and
charter a new club.
Cope emphasized that
it takes 20 members to
charter a club but. only .
one to initiate the process. He emphasized that
where there are people
there should be a lions
Club.
lion (7ope has been
nominated by the Possum
Trot Club as a candidate
for District Governor for
1983-84 year.
Others nominated' for
,-.7!

district offices include Henderson with 16.1
!Ain James Morton of -points.
Henderson for lieutenant
Lion Past District
governor and I.ion Gene
Flail of Mayfield as eye Governor C.C. Lowry and
Lion President Arvin
trustee.
As of. the -end of Craton have provided
November the Murray the leadership necessary
Lions Club had ac- to accumulate such a
cumulated 77,274 points massive number of points
in the governor's contest. for the Murray'club, a
Second place was held by spokesman said.

Health core costs growing fast
WASHINGTON API -In one of his final cornments as secretary of
health and human services, Richard S.
Schweiker says health
care costs are growing so
last they may threaten
the quality and availability of health care.
Speaking to the Na:
tional Conference Board,
a business - group,
Schweiker said _hospitals
will be given an incentive
to hold down costs under
a Reagan administration
plan to tell hospitals in

advance what Medicare
,will pay for specific
treatments.
"At current rates of inRation. health care costs
threaten to become ... insupportable." said
Seweiker, who resigned.
last week,"At some level
and not far in the
future at these inflation
rates ---- the quality of
medical care and the access Americans have to
that care could be jeopardized by the cost of the
care."

"trror,-rl-t
-

FIVE GENERATIONS — Mrs. Elsie Boyd. Murray, left, is the freat-greatgrandmother of Morgan Kaycee Rollins, held by her father,Eddie Rollins. To his
left is Eddie's mother and Mergan's grandmother, Mrs. Lucy Morgan Wtight.
To Eddie's sight are Mrs. Billy Morgan, mother of Lacy,grandmother of Eddie.
greet-grandmother of Morgan, and daughter of Mrs. Boyd. The greet-greatgrandmother. Mrs. Boyd, was born in Graves County with her heritage being of
the Andrusfamily. All five generations are residents of Murray.

Final Clearance
Sale Starts Wed.9:00 A.M.

I/ Price
12 Sale
All Fall & Winter Merchandise Must Go!
All Sales Final — Exchanges Only Where Possible
Open 96 Mon Sat. Fri 9 to 8
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Students give program for Garden Department
Students from Murray
High School presentea
the program at the
meeting of the Garden
Department of the Marra) Woman's Club on
Thursday. Jan. 6. at the
club house
Displays were set up by
nine students of slime of

the use of accessories and the program were th.
decorating of candy jars
following
Sally mine Sawyer,
•Trac) .14orge
padddepartment -chairman. ed frames •
said •the displays were
•Whitne) Tat lor
beauUfa:ly executed and place settings
the
tudents were
!Patt) Kell)
napkin
reniai 11.1bly poised and folding
"
•Kellt Cratt for,1
St ,,,tents taking past in place setting '1 oin Ii
('lass"
•Demse
ersine)it
first place winner
"Sailing Through Life '
'
Allison Sears
e:111iI
)ou the consolation of
t,•) ens will be
ears
knowing that all has been .1! to answer questions
done, within the confines relating to wills and
of the law. to direct who a is Fut the updating of
their recent projects in
the Home Economics
Department with Mrs
Sall) Cr:As as instructor
Garden Department
members heard explanauons and instructions in
the art of napkin folding,
making padded picture
(patties, table setting and

NI111/411,, s111iiee
Netting, National Finalist
AU Call •
t•reative
Craft C•mtest
•t;ay Smith
t:ible set-

Russia'', •
•Jeinulei Grogan
table.settine
Ciri•us
Train "
'
I lostesses for the social
hour it ITV I )4•rttiii Jones,
Doris Cella. Sally
1 tvesay
Edna Miller
Mary Wells. 1.".11fISIlfie
t;ene
Wrather

Prpgram planned Monday

'Wills and Deeds. will
be discussed by Miss
Helen Stevens, State Extension Specialist in
Home Management with will inherit your property wills written prior to
the University of Ken- after death." Mrs (*filar changes in the family
ky College of said
•:walnuts.
Agriculture
The riveting

DECA DONATION — Showing items donated by DECA Club of Murray Area
Vocational Education Center to Humane Society of Calloway County are, troth
left. Tens Brandon, Lisa Mftchuson. Rhonda Cook. DECA members. Ms. Faye
Swann of Humane Society, and Ms. Carrie Beale of Brights.

Murray Area DECA Club donates
items to Humane Society Shelter
-The-iteW4-•eill be sold
on the counter towto the
general_ public. at_1:.- tlw
Humane Society. All. proceeds will go toward the
,fence building fund for
the'small animals at the
- shelter On East Sycamore
Street.'
At the present time the
shelter has many 'dogs"Sr
and cats for adoption
DECA members said
they were .shoeked to
learn that every ThursLawrence E. Lamb,M.D. day many animals have
DEAR DR. LAMB. Can per. P
Hos Ia51 Radio to be put to sleet'from the
you tell me what a healthy City Station New York NY lack of ownership. They
diet would be for a man who 10019 With this man s hist° urged persons to go by
has a history of heart dis- ry it is important that he the Humane Society to
ease on his father's side and have his risk factors evalu look at the small pets and
diabetes on his mother s ated
take one home with cost
side This'man is a compul
If he needs to lower his being 811.
_sive workaholic and in early cholesterol levet he should
Participating in the
'
middle age He maintains a also limit all fat intake
Humane
event
miler steighLlig_lia height _which help& Annie, calorie&_ .
_
_ (at the _
and smokes- a pipe What too. a tid-tunitliivrtioleste-rot Society were Tette Branfoods might be wise, to intake That means-- more don. I.isa Machuson.
avoid" He currently lives on fruits
vegetatles and Rhonda cook. Tammy
Junk food.- cheese, diet pop cereals: along with lean Chadwick, Cindy
and diet cookies
poultry . isuch as breast Eldridge. Patty Martin.
DEAR READER
The meati and fish An exercise Carol Garner, Ronda
'decision as to whether to program may help as well
Mize. Danita McI.eod.
diet or not for medical reaCheese can be a source of
sons really depends a lot on, both saturated fat and Kitty Smith. and Roger
the risk factors If a person cholesterol Cottage cheese, Moore, DECA members:
hip optimal levels of (-holes- particularly the low fat Don Darden, advisor;
tarol and blood pressure and brands that have not been Carrie Beale from
doesn't smoke, he has gOod creaMed. and some speeial Brights.
.„

The DECA.ClubetMurray Area Vocational
s
.Education Center toe*
Items tar - the Humane
Society of Calloway County in honor of one of
DECA's - advisors, Ms

r

Can:le-Beak
Ms. Beak is very active in the commoty afYaws and gave the in,
spiration for the donation
for the Humane Society
from DECA.

HEALTH

Risk factors and diet

will be

Monday Jan 24, at 1.30
p ni in the Circuitittourt

Selected

Potato Pie recipe listed
By CECILY
BROWNSTONE:
AP Food Editor
LIGHT SIPPER
Potato Pie&(;reen Salad

lb

ilk
talilespoon btfitri
parsley
For i ldtage -uheese

through a fine-ines-hstrainer. with a spoon,
Potato Pie
mix well with potatoes,
Adapted front i French N,,ut cream. salt and peprecipe anti highly rei•Oin- per Turn into pastry
tnettiled
shell. brush filling with a
8 ounces small-curd little milk, dot with butcreamsty le cott..iee ,ler...
ow. the_ rack
cheese f
hi-lowt eta cups freSIlly cooked preht'd
375-degree
nevi, potatoes. firml',. oven -until pastry is
packed
browned - 1 minutes
a cup sour cream Remove from oyen
Helen Stevens
Salt and pepper to taste let stand about to
8-inch =baked pie shell minutes Sprmk le with
Room of the Robert-a'
Miller Annex old postof- -preferably made with parsley and serve Ilia
Makes 4 to t; servings
f ice buildingl. South butter pastry
Fourth -and Maple
Streets.
The public is invited 'to
attend, according to Mrs
Jean ('bar, extension
agent in horn.. economics
for Calloway County.
` Mrs. ifigloifr said
generelly speaking,
We're ham)) 1,• .111
everyone needs a will
that 1.itirie
Even though wills can be
if
Ifartis.
written and executed by
Brent !Moller - ha"
laypersons, it is much
e eete ti ii e
to,
--raitsult -an atetkr.ot i.ne
('
torney as he or she is able
,i's.sortes from isir
It) use -language that
bridal f' t• 8: I .•
allows your intent to be
I _mini. A- Brent sill
achieved
ts.:married Vebruan
"A carefuHy drafted
..1t;
will assures you that your
lifetime accumulations of

whom you wish them te
go This ( ertand)gi

risk factors and is lets likely brands prepared to ehrto
to have heart attacks or nate fat and cholesterol
strokes But if his cholester- may be used -You may have
ol 13 high or his blood pres- to search in several grocery
sure is high, then he may stores to find the low -fat,
need to change rim lifestyle
or no
low -cholesterol
Weight
prer
y,,f1 rol is very cholesterol, processed
helpful i." lowering both cheese substitutes
blood
ure and cholesDEAR DR LAMB
I
terol levels Obviously the would like to know how to
approach here is to limit get rid of a double chin I
calories 19 line with physical have never been overweight
activity to eliminate and. I am a 20-year-old male. 5
prevent the accumulation of feet II and weigh 170
body fat Even a few pounds pounds I have a very noticacan make a difference You ble double chin arid would
may think this man has no like some exercises to gel
weight problem but itelther—rid of it
of these two risk'factors is
MAR READER
I hate
increased and he has any fat to discourage you but there
under his skin that you can is no such thing as spot
feel, he needs to lose body reducing If you want to
fat
reduce that double chin you
To help you understand will need to reduce fat all
the role of cholesterol and over and that means the usu.
blood pressure levels in 41 diet and exercise routines
causing disease, I am send- to eliminate calories stored
ing you The Health Letter as fat
13-2, How to Measure Your
Some people have an
Risk of Heart Disease Oth- inherited tendency for a dou
ers can send 75 cents with a We chin About the only way
self- to remove-this is by surgery
long, stamped
addressed envelope for it to in which the fat pad ts simme. in care of this rwwspa- ply removed

Miss Linda Bailey Apperson, 20-year-old junior
at Western Kentucky'
University, has been
selected Chi Omega
Sorority representative
to the Mountain Laurel
Festival. This event is
held each year in
Miss Apperson,
a liberal arts major, was
fourth runner-up in the
1982

Fruit & lieveragc

goods,. property and sat ings will pass to those I.,

REPRESENTATIVE

Miss

Western

Pageant. A 1980 graduate
of Murray high School.
she is the daughter of Mr
and Mrs Walt Apperson.
Ai 4

1511 Chaucer Dr

We've gotcomfort
all sewn up.
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ARRIVING DAILY. SO WINTER
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Am vets plan dinner

Murroyon at workshop
Mrs. A.C. La Follette of Murray. area representative for Friends of Kentucky Educational Television, an organization which supports ICET, has
returned from Lexington where she attended a
Friends of ICET Workshop. .
Also attending the workshop from this area were
Mrs. Steve Creighton. Mayfield, Mn. Edna L. Radford: Clinton. and Mrs_ Jane Watts, Rt. 4,Hickman.

A fund raising drive will be conducted by Anivets
Auxiliary Post 45 at Paris Minding on Sunday, Jan.
'23. Serving will be from 4 to 7 pin. Each lady is asked to bring a dish to serve with the surprise meats.
All members and guests are invited, a post
spokesman said.

Teacher visits here

A One-Day Conference on Workfare will be Saturday. Jan. 22. from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Lampton
Baptist Church. Fourth and Breckinridge.
Louisville. This is sponsored by the Workfare Committee of the Kentucky Action for Human Needs
KAHN ), a statewide coalition of organizations concerned with human services. •
Speakers will include Garland Yates. field
organizer, and Nanine Metklejohn. lobbyist in
Washington. A fee of 615 at the door will cover lunch
and materials. For information call 1406-263-30e.

Kim Pennington. teacher of opera at the Boston
Conservatory of Music. Boston, Mass., was the recent guest of his parents. Mr and Mrs. Clinton Penrungton. Rt 3

Fellowship group to meet
CONCERT PLANNED — Rudy Howard and pare. a choral ensemble from the Baptist Student Union,
Murray State University campus, will present a concert at 6 p.m. Sunday at Scotts Grove Baptist Church,
Highway 641 North The group. composed of 12 singers, accompanied by two flutes, guitar and piano, is
directed by W,Itudolph Howard, minister a music enzeritus of First Baptist Church; Murray. It was organized imit fall and has presented a number of concerts in area churches during the fall semester. It is an outreach
ministry of the BSU and all love offerings go la the Student Summer Missions Program. Membership into the
group is by audition and five states are represented. The singing repetoire includes old hymns,gospel song arrangements, contemporary gospel songs and standard sacred literature.

No-strings grants are awarded
P
HI,CAt,;()
1 Vi(lay ',cop.. from
'Artier, to historians
c
heirrists
fricIt'
Ii t
Ii
thousands of dollars in
no•string, grant,
Ma( ArtLur Pri/f•
Fe114.v.s
.1.111 flabbergastc41-.••
said oric.r ti 'went, writer
II ia iii K
I've been a %% titer Wtiti's
lived nor''
Icss hand to
mouth at a level of
gent.•el . ,ji irts for the
. years and
last It) or .to
r iov%
Frii given
Ow. gift of Ikene,:olence
and f rcrdooni It's ound,ritii thing
!rent Winter had fair
is tla, :11 reaction upon
lea f-11114' ',hi' hall been
I /110,11',11 t11.1111 VI

'it 12,1 iUIL

:It(iglu. us a great Sur-,
my initial rearWm to the call Was 'Arc
you sure this is not a
joke"' said Nis Winter.
42. a historian of ant ient
art and archeologist
- The, fellows were announced Tuesday M the
John I). and Catherine' T
MacArthur Foundation
The recipients iii'
ii minuted and selected
WItbOUt their knowledge
• any applications sent'
to the foundation. one of
the nation's largest, are
thsi.arded.
Tuesday'S anniqiill'i•ment brought to Bo the
number of people rei.eivMg, Up to 1300.(X0 over
five years The fir;t
group of 21 promising
was nansesiin
prise S4)

"r.
2,xi
0

0

maiumcarcmas
0

2

1

3

0

.
Nla),
The goal of the awards
••is to free thaindividuals
from economic pressures
Si' they can devote
themselves fulls to their
ovi•n research ,and
creative pursuits.- said
foundation spokesnian
Norton Kay
the mono. ,ranging
from $24.000 to $64i,000 a
year for five years. is
given to people rather
than projects The
amount .varies by age,
with the younger winners
receiving less Receipt
carries no obligations
no reports papers. articles or speaking
engagements
-My son wants me to
take. it in quarters so he
can play__video_gioneSJor

Alphas plan program

the fest of bis life." saui
statistician Bradley
Efron. 44, in a telephone
The Alpha Department of Murray Woman's Club
interview from hoi office will meet Saturday. Jan. M, at noon at the club
at Stanford University in house_ Ann Herron will
direct the program on
Palo Alto. Calif. -I think •'Around the World In Thirty Days."
he was just teasing "
Hostesses will be Mrs. James B. Wilson, Mrs.
Efron, the second A W. Russell. Mrs. Joe Nell Rayburn, Mrs. John
MacArthur Prize Fellow Livesay and Ms. Rozella Henry,
in Stanford's' 17-member
statistics department,
said he would use the
money. to continue
A picture, taken by Marie E. Igleheart, Murray,
development 44 a new won a Certificate of Merit in the 1982
Kodak Intermethod for statistical national Newspaper Snapshot
Awards IKINSAi.
computation
Nearly 1.000 photographs represented winners of
The foundation and local summer contests conducted by 181
award are named,eafter newspapers in the United States, Canada and Mexthe billionaire who died in ico with more than 385.000 entries.
Mrs. Igleheart, a housewife. is represented by a
1978 and his wife. Total
cost of the program so far color picture of horses being driven across a creek
is 815 million. The founda- to pasture. It was a winner in The St. Louts Globe
tion has assets of 8930 Democrat's summer snapshot contest and as such
•
was sub/rutted to the international competition.
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Give .a 14K gold gift this
Valentine s Day The famous
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cards
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Asst.
492-8348

;fiery
Needites
Asst.
753-5570
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All Men's

Shirts &
Sweaters
All Ladies
Pre-Washed

El-

50%
OFF

$10

Jeans
All Men's
Fashion

Jeans
All Men's
& Ladles

•

Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre,
Inc.. will sponsor its third annual winter dance on
Saturday. Jan. 29, at the University Branch of the
Bank of Murray. Music will be by Bryan and Welch,
according to Pat Kiesow,_chairman. For information and reservations call Mrs. Ktesow or the
theatre at 759-1752.

Patient dismissed
Recently dismissed from Lourdes Hospital!'
Paducah. was L.W. Burkeen of Murray.

But the death rate for
many forms of cancer is
leveling off or declining.
with 14 of the 37 forms of
cancer for which the
society makes annual
forecasts expected to kill
more people this year
than last, the society said
in its annual Cancer
Facts and Figures report

released.
One type that "runs
speetircularly counter to
trend" is lung cancer,
which the society said
was expected to make a
"relentless rise" again
this year. An estimated
135,000 new cases were
expected, with 117,000
deaths -- 6,000 rnpre than
last year.
The anticipated increase in lung cancer
deaths this year is six
times greater than the
projected increase for
cancer of the large intestine, expected to claim
49,600 lives in 1983.
And the increase in

lung cancer is 717 times
greater than an anticipated increase by 800
in the number of deaths'
from prostate cancer, expected to hit 23.300 in
1983.
The report said more
than a dozen improvements in treatment
techniques have contributed to stemming the
number of deaths from
numerous forms of
cancer.
Breast cancer, the
leading cause of cancer
death in women, is expected to result in 37,500
deaths this year, 200
more than last year.

Sunday,January 23rd
2-4 p.m.
Holiday Inn — Murray
Attend this travel film and slide show presentation
of 1983 Carefree Motorcooch Tours
Sunny Southwest
Natchez & New Orleans

vori

Williamsburg ig Washington. D.C.

:h.1
1 ,06
,.e 011#

OFF

$10
50%
OFF

Corduroys
Basic Levis

OFF

$15.99
That's
it
Levis
Olympic Plaza
641 N. Murray
'
.Flair
Big Bell

Straight 1-4411

Theake plans dance

50%

Tops & 50%
oFF
Sweaters

Mal\

Skate-a-thon Friday
The Murray High School and will sponsor a Midnight Skate-a-thon on Friday, Jan. 21, from 11 p.m.
to 3 a.m. at Roller Skating of Murray. Band
members will be accepting pledges for their own
skating efforts to raise funds to help send the band
to participle in the Orange Blossom Festival, Orlando, Fla.. this spring.
Open skating will be $5 for four hours and will include skate rental, according to Paul Blackburn,
band director,'who invites the public to attend. He
said the event will be adult chaperoned.
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WITH A BASKETFUL OF GIFTS
1.4

—Cook's Jewelry

NEW YO/(K i AP,
Some 145.080 Americans
will learn this year they
have cancer . and the
disease will kill an
estimated 440,000. or 9,000
more than last year, the
American Cancer Society
predicts.

W
A/

Floating heart is available now.
Shop while selections are plentiful

The Creative Arts Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will meet Monday. Jan. 24, at 9:30
a.m. at the club house. Gail Baust will present the
lesson on "Watercolor."
Hostesses will be Anna Mary Adams, Geri
Andersen. Fonda Grogan and Mildred Russell.

American Cancer Society
lists statistics for the year

WELCOME WAGON
WANTS TO
VISIT YOU

4°. eh •

1

Arts group will meet

Igleheart wins honor

eir

ft.mittarratratimiumakz

The Rev Don Wdbrecht and his wife. Janice. will
be speakers at meeting of Marshall County Chapter
of Ladies Full Gospel Fellowship on Tuesday. Jan.
25. at 10.30 a.m. at Gateway Steakhouse. Draffenrale. Rev. Wilbrecht is associate pastor of Christian Fellowship Church, Bnensburg, and will conduct a communion service before lunch is served.
Women of all churches are Invited to attend.
Several weekly Bible studies are meeting now as
an outreach of the LFGF. If interested in attending
a study or in having one in your home,contact Ruth
Holland at 1-527-8343 for more information

Conference Saturday

'Year-Round"

000'
vitie

Philadelphia & New York City
Holland Tulip Time
Westward To California
Ozark Mountains
Mountain Festival
Fall Foliage
Historic Southern Cities
Mystery Tour
Colorado Rockies
Alaska
Canadian Rockies
Boston — Cape Cod
Mlchlgfn Ili Wisconsin
Nova cot1a6Eastern Canada
New England Fall Foliage..,
Autumn In Tbe Deep Soolin
Christmas In

Feb. 12-36
March 21-36
Oct.Ism
April 2-9
June 11-15
Sept. 17-24
April 25-May 2
Nov.12-19
May 12-15
June 15-July 5
June 5-12
Oct.54
April l$-23
June WS
June 24-July 5
July 2-Aug.2
July 1$-Aug.?
Aug.4-14
—
Oct.II-13
Aug.1-13
Aug.=440.9
Sept.11-Oct.3
Oct.17-211
Dec.It.11111•Junt-Sfrlillit
Dec.IS,0113-Jan. I.19N

FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY
711 Ilail St. Mans,

753-4646

1275.76 Ilaplisid
347-$747

Thursday . Januar. 20

LEDGER

PALL 7 Till NI ititAl

Computerized scale developed for dieters

Community calendar
Thursday,Jan. $I
Front Porch Swing will
meet at 7 p.m. at First
Christian Church.

Thursday.Jan.21
Saturday. Jan 72
Xi Alpha Mager of house.
Beta Sigma Phi will meet
at 7:311 p.m. at Ellis ComAlcoholics Anonymous
munity Center.
and Alanon will meet at 8
p.m. at western portion of
Murray-Calloway West Kentucky Livestock
County Association for' and Exposition Center.
Wetarded Ciis will
meet at;
60014. In Room
Murray Squar-A323, Sc..cial Education Natters will dance at 8
Building, Murray State p.m. at Woodmen of the
University.
World Hall.

Parents Anonymous
will meet at 6 30 p m For
information call .759-1087
or 753-6089
Hazel Woman's Club
will meet at 7 pm at
Hazel Community
Center
Women of St John's
Episcopal Church will
meet at 7 p m. at church.
Business and- Prof.
monad Women's Club EU
meet at 6:30 pm. at
Golden Corral
Steakhouse.
Murray Civitan Club
will meet at 7 pm. at
Joe's Family Restaurant.
Twin Lakes Antique
Car Club will meet at 7
p.m. at Gateway
Restaurant.
Temple Hill Chapter
No. 511 Order of the
Eastern Star will meet at
730 p.m at lodge hall

Men's Stag Night will
be at 4:30 p.m. at Murray
Country Club with Jerry
Jones. Al Lindsey. John
MeCage and Tom Emerson in charge of arrangements.
Christian Men's
Fellowship of First Christian Church will meet at
6:30 p.m. at church with
Johnny Williams as
chairman._
Carol P9e BYW of First
Baptist Church will meet
,at 7 p.m. with Rebecca
_
Cunningham.
, Welcome Wagon Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Commerce Centre of
Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce.

Preceptor Omicron
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi will meet at 7:30 p.m.
in Annex of Calloway
Public Library

• Recital by Christopher
Thompson', faculty
violinist, will be at 8 p.m.
in Farrell Recital Hall,
Murray State University.
_
Friday,Jan. 21

Round and square dancing will be at 7:30 p.m
at Lynn Grove Skating
Rink
West Kentiltity Ag F.xpo 8.3' will have'activities
from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m at
West Kentucky Exposition Center
Field trips to observe
Eagles at Land Between
the Lakes will start at 9
a.m and 1:30 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center. For reservations
call 1-924-5602-.. Extension
238

cllICAGii AP
For, exposition, putting a Her•
di, ter, uho have sheyichocolate bar on the
Sunday,Jan. 23
West Kentucky Ag Ex. e‘4r-N thing la.At, success. scale, then entering its
po 83' will have activities Harry Friedman has code He got its exact
including a gospetsmaing dry eloped. a CoMpUtent. weight, both metrically'
from 1 to 5 p.m at Wrst i'iale that counts and in pounds and
Kentucky Exposition c.a1.11:1-.7.• not to mention ounces
cart,oh‘drates protei%
In addition the emu.
Center
fki.4..holesterul and salt
pater said the candy bar
th..
e called contained 392 calories.6 8
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Archaeologist finds

TEL AVIV, Israel Al' island of Kos. shaped like
- .An Israeli ar- a crab, the paper said
chae-ologist has
The tomb chamber. in
discovered a silver
amulet with the earliest which gifts to the dead.
inscription of God's name *ore placed by • their
ever found in Jerusalem. bones, was found orta hill
Chili supper will start a newspaper reported to- alongside St. Andrew's
at 6 p.m. at Northside InChurthe Valley of
BOBBY WOLFF
dependent Church.
The- Hebrew letters Hinnom, opposite Mount
Yod, Heh, Vey, lieh - Zion. the Post said
The clearest statement
Today Count will Yahweh or Jehovah
of principle goes bad if Make
Barkay was quoted as
10 a.m. in third were engraved on an
repeated too often It ceases meet at
saying that because
educaof
classroom.
.floor
to be a statement and
amulet found in a seventh papyrus and similar
Murray'becomes a slogan"
Virgil tion unit' of
century BC tomb Aerating material were
Calloway County
Thomson
chamber by ar- perishable, there was no
Hospital.
chaeologist Gabriel written record of God's
Barkay of Tel Aviv name before the
Murray High Band will University,
-the Hellenistic period several
Midnight SkateA basic bridge principle is sponsor
Jerusalem Post said.
einitunes later.
3
to draw trumpy at the earli- A-Thon from 11 p.m.10
Barkay found it three
of
Skating
Roller
at
a.m.
est practicable moment
years ago but the tiny
Unless one pays particular Murray.
rolled-up scroll has only
attention to that word
now been unrolled by
Mothers Morning Out
"practicable.- he follows - a
modern technology.: the
First
a.m.
at
at
9
slogan instead of a princi- will be
Post said. The rest of the
Christian Church.
ple
writing is still being
South won his club queen
deciphered,
it said.
_ Senior citizens' acand seeing no ruffs
Barkay described the
1G
from
be
tivities
will
dutnmy,_immediately startamulet in a lecture in
ed-oi trumps. East won the a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
Jerusalem. He could not
ace, saw little future in and Douglas Centers
leading either black suit, so
" be reached by telephone
immediately, but two
he correctly led a diamond
ExWest Kentbcky Ag
West's ace won, his queen po 83' will have activities other archaeologists who
knocked out dummy's king from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. at heard the lecture conand declarer could no longer West Kentucky Exposi- firmed the Post report.
Barkay was quoted as
ALL
avoid losing one spade, one tion Center.
saying. "It's the first
trump and two diamonds_
DISCOUNTED
West Kentucky Full time in 150 years of ar•
Declarer makes his game
if he delays his play of Gospel Churches chaeological excavations
trumps. After winning his Fellowship will be at in Jerusalem that the
ALLPAPER
club queen. he should lead a Calvary Temple, Hebrew form of the name
ALLPAPER
spade immediately West Highway 641 South. at God has been found."
3594 Lone Oak Rd.
wins and attacks _in 7:30p.m.
The pure silver amulet
LONE OAK PLAZA
diamonds, but declarer's
was found in a trove of argame is safe Dummy's king
Saturday.Jan.
PADUCAH, KY.
tifacts that included the
wins the second diamond Alpha Depart/m.11r at_ aide_at _vain _#ve.r_ found
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and two diamonds go on matray Woman's Club here — a sixth-century
S024544100
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his daily intake of
calories. carbohydrates
and sodium from figures
supplied ire books :aid
charts.
It doesn't take long to
realtre that every chart is
different and that portion
descriptions arc impossibly vague.- he said
He -said his rest-arch
found that about 120
million Americans exceed their ideal weight
anti that about a third of
them are trying to 4141
something about it An
,additional 10 million are
tin strict diets to reduce
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Woman lives four different lives; discovers age biases in everyday life
NEW YORK API - - terested in making films
Pat Moore has lived fur other story
lives Three of them were
"I wanted to know how
110-year-old women - a people treated me and
shopping-bag lady, a how I responded to the
middle-class matron and way they treated me."
a dowager .
says Ms Moore
The fourth, the real Ms
As a designer, she
Moore. is a 30-year-old in- wanted to find out about
dustrial designer who the. •'age biases" of
masqueraded as elderly everyday life
the soup
women for three years. cans with pnnt too small
one day a week, to learn for weak eyes to read, the
about what it is like to be buses that require strong
old in America
legs for boarding
She found out She says
So three years ago. Ma.
she was mugged twi,ce. Moore submitted herself
insulted by cashiers and to a makeup artist who
stymird by caps that\ took a plaster cast of her
befuddled arthritic face and then built plastic
fingers But she also pieces she could attach to
found kindness and imitate folds arid
camaraderie with her ag- wrinkles Each time she
ed friends
transformed herself into
She last aged herself in an old woman, she spent
November She has been four hours before a mirwriting a book on her ex- ror.
periences, and an apShe 'also wore a gray
pearance on NBC's -To- wig: clouded her eyes
day" show resulted in a .with baby oil: plugged
deluge of callers in- her ears and wore a hear-

Watch Out For
CORN-AUSTIN'S
Fabulous Final Markdown
Mon. Jan. 24th 9:00 A.M.

We Will Be Closed Saturday To
Prepare For This Sale

0
.

mg aid so others would
think she Was hard of
hearing: wrapped her
fingers in tape and wore
gloves, to imitate arthritic symptoms: enshrouded her torso and
legs in bandages to curi4
her posture and slow her
movements '
Her clothes and her
grooming depended on
which woman she was
playing The rich woman
wore furs, the bag lady
wore dirty. tattered rags
and the middle-inc orne
woman wore conservative clothing
The disguise worked
everywhere she went
She says she aroused
suspicions only once.
when a Hare Krishna
follower saw her in the
airport in Columbus.
Ohio. and asked • • Are
you for real'"
She alked slowly, with
a walker or cane, through
stores. restaurants, air.
ports and every type of
neighborhood
Twice, she saYs, she
was attacked while walking in Harlem „ f:act
time, a gang robbed her
of her purse and then beat
her
never suspecting
that a 30-year-old woman
was encased in that 80year-old shell
.
"I remember the first
thing that went through
my mind was 'Why am I
doing this" 1 realk ex-

pected not to survive,"
she said.
She was bruised, but
otherwise tuition.
•'The lasting effect is
one of understanding why
the elderly become homebound - why you can
look up and see them
staring out of apartment
windows at the street."
she said.
There were other bad
moments The counterman at a drugstore
responded to her polite
request for assistance
with -flippant remarks
He was basically
dismissing my
presence "The next day,
she returned to the store
as a woman in her late
20s, and was treated
courteously
Ever week, Ms Moore
spent one day as an old
woman, financing that
activity- by spending six
days as a young, woman
at her regular job
Then the line began to
blur
•
Mostly, Ms Moore
says, it happened
because her life was not
going well at the time;
her marriage had been
annulled, and she began
to find it "easier to go
tlu.ou4h the role of an
elderly itiornani than to
be a single 26-Year-old in
Manhattan"
Her friends noticed that
she began to shut herself

up in her apartment and one day while sitting on a
wear "very conservative. Central Park bench. The
very dotty clothes.
man introduced himself,
"I began to revel in my and they talked,The nett
character and look for- week, the man brought a
ward to becoming her picnic hack and they
again," she says.
After nine months, on
the advice of a
psychiatrist. she took a
three-month vacation
from the charade. When
By SCOTT KRAFT
she resumed it, she main- Associated Press Writer
tained a distance from
Blood banks nationwide
her characters.
say they won't heed the
She has some fond advice of the National
memories. Cab drivers, Hemophilia Foundation,
she says, were especially which recommended asknice. often -climbing out ot ing male donors if they
their taxis to help her to are homosexual to detect
her door or taking the possible carriers of a
time to talk to her. More - mysterous disease found
than once, a cabbie retur- most often in gay men.
ning her change gave her
"We are not about to
a $10 bill instead of a $1 try to bar all gays from
bill, she says.
donating blood," said Dr.
-It's so touching, I get Herbert Perkins.
a lump in my throat to research director for the
Irwin Memorial Bloodthis day," she says.
Often, when she dress- bank in San FraRcisco.
ed as the bag woman.. where an estimated 15
customers at a coffee percent of the residents
shop ordered extra food are homosexual.
The hemophilia foundafor her.
tion recommended MonAnd while younger peo- day that blood banks ask
ple sometimes slighted male donori
they are
her, she always found homosexual and then ban
alhes among the old: "I all blood donations from
found as an old person, I gay men. It also said
could go into any situa- biood.collection should
be
tion and I'd have half a halted in areas heavily
dozen elderly friends im- populated by gay men. mediately."
Homosexual men have
One such friend was a a high rate of acquired
man in his 70s she met Immune deficiency syn-

Blood donors questioned

Purdom's Inc. 35 years of good service
Businesses cteige over
the years But at Purdoin's Inc orx. aspect
has remained constant
That's service.
Jack Belote, who has
been v. ith Purdom's since

1948 and who now Is the
sole owner -of the furniture and appliance'
business, _believes that
the best advertising Ls
"word of mouth" advertising And a business

doesn't get that with
dissatisfied customers.
he says
-We've always stressed service," he says.
'and most people know
us by our service" That

history of good service
dates back more than 35
years.
-in 1946. *Mote and
Harold Gilbert opened
the Belote and Gilbert
Furniture Store. They
merged with Purdom's
Hardware and in 1948,
Purdom's Inc. was formed br Belote, Gilbert,
Walls Pardon Sr.AT
Stiles and Frio*
Jack's brother.
Then in 1966, 1..K.
Pink ley bought out some
of the partners and re
mained a partner until
1980, when Belote became
sole owner Pinkley rernain.s, however. as a
salesman with the
business. Bobby Hopper
does the Finn's service
work
"I think we have a real
good reputation as being
Belote says. "We
don't use a lot of 2girn-•
micks; just good 'merchandise at a fan.price."
The store carries
several top brand names.
Including White
Westinghouse appliances. Spring Air bed-

Court Square Antiques
Quilts, Primitives,Olasawa re

Murray Supply Co.
Hardware and Plumbing

116S MIL 753-7499

2 E Main. 7334391

continued to meet at the week, or for the fifth
some spot.
week. She never saw him
Ms. Moore !band that again, and does not know
she was attracted to the what happened to him.
elderly man. Bid he did
"He was a lovely
not appear for the fourth man."she says

ding, Samsonite furniture
and Ashley wood stoves
and heaters.
Belote cites the Ashley
products as exatniyles of
how the store's
philosophy works.
He explains: "Ashley
heaters are good products. People. who buy
them are satisfied. They
tail their asightmws and
friends. And then the
neighbors and friends
also buy Ashley products."
He adds,"Nearly eveiy
Family in the county has
traded with us at one time
or another. We've served
several generations of the
same family. And we're
proud of that."

Graham & Jackson
Mini Clothing and Furnishings
414 Main, 7$34:34

Holland Drugs
Prescriptions and (*livery
109S. 441h. 733-1462

Orr

drome. or AIDS, an apparently irreversible
breakdown of the body's
ability to fight disease.
AIDS also has been
diagnosed in intravenous
drug users, Haitian .immigrants and
hemophiliacs.
An Associated Press
spot check Wednesday indicated that blood banks
were not going along with
the foundation request.
Perkins called it "an effort for us to take action
for emotional rather than
scientific reasons."
Some regular donors
"may take offense" at being asked whether they
are homosexuals, said
Mike Tregellas, director
of laboratories at the
Arizona Blood Services in
Phoenix.
The foundation has "a
real problem but they're
asking a bit much .., it's
just not realistic,"
Tregellas said.
The country's three
major blood collectors -the American Red Cross.
the American Association
of Blood Banks and the
Council of Community
Blood Centers - said in a
joint statement that they
would suggest blood
banks avoid recruiting
siSecific groups with a
high risk of AIDS.

But excluding donors
because of their sexual
preference alone would
be- -an invasion of
privacy that can be
justified only if the foundation m demonstrates
clear-cut benefit," the
statement said. The three
blood collectors receive
95 percent of the nation's
voluntarily donated
blood. No one knows what
causes AIDS, but some
researchers say it may be
transmitted through sexual contact or blood products. A 100-member task
force at the federal
Centers for Disease Control is studying AIDS.
The New York Blood
Center, the largest center
in the world, was drawing
up a policy Wednesday to
screen donors. Among
the options: devising
blood tests for high-risk"groups and asking people
who consider themselves
high risks not to contribute.
"We're trying to assure
privacy and assure that
people are not
discriminated against,"
said Dr. Johanna Pindyck, vice president' of
the center. "But just like
in a blood shortage, it's
the public's problem as
well as ours."
•

Dormitory burns
WILLIAMSBURG,. Va.
1AP - A fire swept
through the Jefferson
Hall dormitory at the College of William & Mary
here early today, but no
students were injured,
authorities said.
The fire was reported
Alla-three-story dew
mitory on Jamestown
Road about 1 a.m., said
Fire Chief Robert Bailey.
All students and
counselors in the building
were accounted for and
none were injured, he
said.
Chuck Holloway, a
spokesman for the college, said about 190
students were in the co-ed
dorm when the fire was
reported.
Holloway said the fire
was dormant for about
two hours, with nothing
visible but smoke, but
then flames shot up and
burned through the roof.
"It's a spectacular fire,"
he said:
The fire forced
authorities to evacuate
the adjacent Barrett Hall
dormitory and several
classroom buildings
nearby, Holloway said.
Thither buildings had
not been touched by the
flames, but the evaacaflans were made as a
precautionary measure,
he said.
Jefferson Hall continued to burn after
sunrise,authorities said.
Pat Cleary of Alexandria, a student counselor
who lived in the dormitory, said students
heard the fire alarm and
filed out of the building,
aasumhig it was a drW.
"When they got outside
they realised from the
ake it was the real

thing," Cleary said.
"Within a fairly short'
time ... everybody was
out in an orderly manner," Holloway said.
About 50 firefighters
from six fire companies
were on the scene in subfreezing temperatures.
nig144;
out there," Holloway ,
said.
One of the evacuated
buildings contained the
office of Dr. Thomas
Graves, president of the
college.
Holloway said arrangements were being
made to find temporary
housing for the students,
most of whom left the
building with nothing
more than their pajamas
and bathrobes.
"I saw a lot of kids out
tgere barefoot," he said.

Brown defonds.
Nil Wokh
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) - Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. said that
former Justice Secretary
Neil Welch -had no
knowledge" of illegal
wiretapping activities
carried out by a former
Kentucky State Police
trooper.
Brows made the statement Wednesday, saying
that Welch had passed an
FBI-administered
polygraph test, as well as
a similar test administered by a private
firm.
.
"I read both reports,"
the governor said. "I'm
satisfied. from reading
the reports, reeding The
questions, reading the interpretations,reading the
analysts' reports, that
Neil told the truth,that he
bed se knowledge etit."
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Dixon,III.,remembers most famous resident—Ronald Reagan
DIXON,111 API — His
name is on the bridge that
spans the Rock River at
Peoria Street, and on the
roadside btfiboard advertising "Irty Brother's Ice
Cream."
His picture is printed in
restaurant menus,
painted on souvenir
ashtrays and hung on the
walls at Jim's- Place
downtown and Erma's
Old. Dixon Inn on Depot
Street.
In Dixon, there's
almost no way to forget
that Ronald Reagan. the
man who once lived in the
white house at 814 S. Hennepin Ave.. has lived in
the White House on Pennsylvania Avenue for the
past two years.
The events of those two
years haven't shaken the
deep, quiet pride most
townspeople have in the
man they knew as
"Dutch." But now that
pride is tempered. by a

growing uneasiness, a
feeling 'rooted in the
knowledge that
businesses are closing,
neighbors are out of woo*
and farmers are going
bankrupt
"I thought he was going
to do.a better Job than
he's done," said Vearl
Benoy. a Dixon resident
old enough to have known
Reagan in Pus youth.
"I voted for turn and I'd
still vote for him," he
said "But I don't think
he's come close to hind*
up to his campaign promises."
Dixon- and its 15,701
residents have been
spared the kind of
economic agony that has
wracked nearby industrial cities
Unemployment is hovering at 10.3 percent, a far
cry from the one-in-five
Jobless rates that haunt
Peoria, 110 miles to the
south. and Rockford to

the north
But the town's biggest
employer, a state home
for the retarded, 13 being
remodeled into a prison,
Leaving 450 people out of
work for at least a year
The cement plant on the
north edge of town has
Laid off three-quarters of
its workers, and the steel
wire mill in nearby Sterling is closing much of its
operation, leaving hundreds without jobs
"People don't want to
talk about the economy,"
said barber Ken Masters
"They say, 'Let's talk
about sports, fishing,
anything else
Beneath that pained
reticence runs a current
of bitterness It comes to
the surface now and
again in the taverns and
barber shops, and in the
cafes where folks gather
for conversation and a
cup of coffee as the day
begins.

"I take a lot of bad- the town is still a city of and shared a lot of the
mouthing just for having small factories and things we've known in our
those pictures." uttrrii
businesses that serve the lives." said Mayor
ma Lally, nodding at the surroundolg farmland
George I.indo Lost
framed Reagan portrait
But it's not sunply
Nobody's - going to
and snapshots that hang nio‘e an industrial plant matter of pride in a
over the counter qf Er- to Dixon because Reagan hometown boy who made
ma's Old,Dixon Inn
lived here 50 years ago," good Reagan enjoyed a
One of the naysayers is said Donald Lovett. presi- whopping margin of vicher husband. I wrence dent of the Dixon Na- tory in Dixon and sura carpenter who has not tional Rank
rounding Lee County durworked at his trade in two
It seems nearly ing the last presidential
years. Now he washes evety one in town has a election The same went
dishes at the restaurant
Reagan connection One for Gerald Ford in 1976
' He's no buddy of woman's mother attend- Barry Goldwater in 1964
mine," Lally said -He ed a Sunday school clam Richard Nixon in 1960 and
hasn't done anything for taught by Reagan•s virtually eYery
anyone around here that
mother, Nellie Another Republican presidential
can tell Seems like he woman says Reagan sav- candidate since the Civil
spends more time in ed her from drowning War
California on vacation when he worked as a
"This • (- )nser\ ati\('
than he does in the White lifeguard at I An4ell Park area, low-key and slow House"
People are
Still another says she did paced
In the heady.days after class assignments for cautious about change,Reagan was elected. him at Dixon North High said Thomas I) Shaw,
some Dixon residents School
general manager of the
were expecting a bootn in
"There is ate enchant- Dunn Evening Telegraph
business and tourism It ment with the fact that and the fifth generation of
hasn't happened Aside the 40th president of the. his Tiimily to run the
from one souvenir shop United States is a fellow newspaper
and a trickle of visitors. who grew up right here
And when local leaders

are asked to trAhslate
that attitude into stands
on national isSue. their
answers sound like the
planks of Reagan 19410
campaign platbino
-Strong defense opposition to ERA. a
balanced budget. - less
%ehich is another
taxes
t at
of saying less
government.- Shaw said
Perhaps that's
despite their doubts most
Dixon residents sa%
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Watch Out For
CORN -AUSTIN'S
Fabulous Final Markdown
Mon. Jan. 24th 9:00 A.M.

We Will Be Closed Saturday To
Prepare For This Sale
a
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Nan,
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Prices Good
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DENVER i AP
It's a
By JIM RECTOR
reasonable question, one
Sporti Editor
that anyone wotild ask
Midnight madness
after finding out that
visits the Murray State
Denver would be the site
Friday night
campus
for the 1984 National
Ron Greene's
when
Basketball Association
Racers host Middle TenAll-Star Game. Why
regionally-nesseein
Denver?
beginning
televised
game
NBA Commissioner
30
p.m
at
10
Larry O'Brien said it was
The late-night contest,
a choice between Insecond consecutive
the
dianapolis and „Denver,
p.m. game for the
1030
and the Mile High City
Racers,
is part of the
won.
Conference's
Valley
Ohio
"It was a matter of
Friday Night Live televireviewing Denver and Insion package which indianapolis presentations.
cludes three Murray
which I did." O'Brien
State games this season.
said Wednesday in anLast week Murray
league's
nouncing the
visited Cookeville.
State
choice
where the Racers
Tenn.,
''We came to a clear
a
92-88 win. from
pulled
decision on Denver I
Tech
Tennessee
the
think it was appropriate
The
week
Eagles.
Golden
in many ways. I think
Morehead
that
before
Denver's a city that will
State trimmed Austin
be an attraction for the
Peay in (larksville by a
press to come from
61-60 margin.
around the country. We
The five-game package
advised the people from
STEPPIN'OUT - - Racer Sammy Curran (with ball)looks for an open teammate against tough coverage by of late-night OVC games
Indianapolis that their a Southern Illinois-Edwardsville
defender. Murray State officials are anticipating another large home crowd, also includes newt week's
presentation was strong like the one
Tuesday,
attending
Friday's 10:30 p.m. televised game against Middle Tennessee. The Ohio Morehead at Tennessee
and that if they could, Valley Conference
encounter
will
be
shown locally on WSPD TV,Channel 6.
Tech game and Feb.18.
they ought to present it
Staff photo by Chris Evans the Racers wrap up the
again in the future.
It also didn't hurt that
the NBA remembered
and envied
the Nuggets successful staging
of the final Ainerican
That's why he felt the nation's other unbeaten ingsworth said. "Denny Virginia ran off 12
Basketball . Association
By JOHN NELSON
Razorbacks' game major college team with Bishop was good-, but the straight points. Ralph
AB-Star Game in 1976,
AP Sports Writer.
and that the NBA wasn't
Coach Eddie Sutton of agaiwit Texas Christian a 15-0 record after other two should be sell- Sampson added12 points
overwlitgined with bids Arkansas wasn't in a Wednesday night was so heating Long Beach State ing insurance. 1,:d love to fox Virginia, aid Del
95-83.
important.
for the 1984 game
be able to play karate Curry paced Tech, 14-2,
moodforfreebies
In other games involv- defense and have my op- kith 17 in the non-This game was bjgger
than the one at- Houston ing ranked teams, No. 7 ponents shoot 12 free conference game.'
Saturday," Sutton 'said Virginia defeated 17th- throws to our two in the
Matt Doherty paced
after Arkansas wore rated Virginia Tech 7444, first half.KEEP THAT GREAT GM
North
Carolina over N.C.
down a top-flight TCU No.3 North Carolina clobFEELING WITH GENUINE
State
with
21 points. and
Carolina
bered
isciinid. 69-S5. "We needed
he
and
Warren
Martin
PARTS
GM
Jeff CoTlloins
P Ta
end Sidney
* victory to- keep the State 99-81, sixth-ranked
helped
the
Tar
Heels
whipped
Memphis
State
Green
spearheaded a
pressure on Houston. If
strong second_haif effort abort a Wolfpack rally in
we lose, Houston has a Delta State 100-62, No. 12
Missouri defeated .18th- to lead Nevada-Las the second half of their
free game."
The fourth-ranked ranked Oklahoma State Nips Over LaIgg Sear-tr-Allaatif -Cpsist„.040feresice matchup. N.C.
Razorbacks, one of two $443. No. 13 Villanova state.ia a Pacific. Coast
major undefeated teams, romped over Seton Hall Athletic Association State Pulled within 55-46
before North Carolina
got 15 points and some big 75-59 and 19th-ranked. game.
Pacing the Rebels, who went on an 8-2 burst plays late in the game Georgetown beat Pittled only 42-41 at the half, getting,four points each
from guard Darrell iburgh 62-54.
was Collins. who scored by Doherty and Martin -Walker to beat the HornTexas Christian trailed 27 points and added seven to lead 63-48 with 15
ed Frogs
by five. 58-53, with less
The victory, at Arkan- than four minutes left, rebounds, while Green minutes to play.
Jim Braddock added 18
20 A i• MOE'S. fUel IfljeCtiOn
sas' Barnhill Arena, gave but a steal by Walker led had 23 points and 12 re.nteoor lootied one owner
the Razorbacks a record to a layup by Alvin bounds. Larry Anderson points for the Tar Heels,
added 21 points, for 13-3 and winners of 10 in a
of 34-0, 4-0 in the
Roberts. and Walker
which - increased row, while Terry Gannon
Southwest - Conference. followed
with a dunk to
Houston. ranked 15th na- get Arkansas out of trou- its PCAA record to 5-0 had 18 for State. The Tar
and is*OW'15-0 overall.
Heels are 3-0 in contionally. is 5-0 in the SY1.C.
.
We.
Virginia opened' a I0- ference.
while Tardropped to 3-2
Keith Lee poured in 29
Horned' Frogs Coach point lead midway
,in the league and 12-4
overall Fifth-ranked Jim Killingsworth said he through the first half and points as Memphis State
_Nevada-Las Vegas is the felt poor -officiating had little trouble beating' beat up on Division H
The Delta State. The 6-foot-10
helped ruin his teams ef- Virginia
fort. TCU went to the line Cavaliers, 14-2, were led Lee. three inches taller
Just five times,compared by Jim Miller, who than any of the Delta
scored 12 Of his 18' points State players, also had 13
to 20 for Arkansas.
rebounds for the 13-1
-It's hard to play with in the second half,
With Tech ahead 20-18, Tigers.
one referee,'' Kill-

Cable 13
The Murray Ledger
& Times
Cable News 13 will rerun
The Calloway County ..
Murray High
Basketball game
On Monday,Jan.24
At6 p.m.

deal with a televised trip
to Middle Tennessee.
Friday's game in Murray will not - be blacked
out so Racer supporters
have a choice of attending the game in Racer
Arena (10:38 tipotf) or
watching the game from
the cornfort of home.
Paducah's WPSD, Channel 6, will broadcast the
game locally.
Besides the live
regionattelecast. Friday.
the game will also be
taped and shown coast-titcoast Jan.30 by the
Pacific Mountain Network, a 45-station hookup
across the natian.
Although the game will
be televised; .14SUauthorities are anticipating a large turnout
at Racer Arena. A campus spirit contest will be
in effect and free blue and
gold shakers will be handed out at the door. Tickets
are still available for the
game.
Before the men play at
10:30, fans will be treated
to additional cage -competition as the Lady
Racers take on Middle
Tennessee.the No.1 ranked team in the OVC.
Tipoff is 7:30 p.m. for the
womeres game and in

After a five week
Christmas break. Murray
State's mens track team
opens the 1983 indoor
season Saturday when it
t
t r a vs la
Lafayette, Ind., for a
four-team meet.
MSU's first-year head
coach Jay Flanagan is
hopeful, but not overly
optimistic about his
squad's first meet."After
a five week layoff, I'm
not sure what to expect
from our guys, but I do
hope we can compete
stronglY,- Flanagan explained.
Murray State, which
will compete with
Southern Illinois, -Northwestern and host Purdue in the meet, will be
returning several top performers from the 1982
outdoor season. Senior

between the women's and
men's games the popular
ballhandling team - the
Little Racers - will perform
The evening features
the OVC's top teams in
both Men's and women's
divisions, plus three nationally prominent individual performers on
the Murray squads.
The Lady Raiders rank
atop the OVC with a
perfect 3-0 record and an
11-3 mark overall. Murray'
State hopes to upset the
league leaders with its
first conference victory
In four tries.
Murray State's men
hope to extend the nation's third longest winning streak. 13 straight,
and improve their No.5
ranking in the nation in
winning percentage.
The Racers also have
the Ilth highest scoring
offense in the country led
by Glen Green ( ranked
33rd among nation's
scorers) and Ricky Hood
157tht. Hood also ranks
27th individually in field
goal percentage. .
Diane Oakley paces the
Lady Racers as the Nr42
scorer in
stalite NCAA
women's
'ngs. •

jumpers and sophomore
pole vaulter Daren Pahl,
hope to give strength to
MSU's field events.
Junior Jeff Stepp, considered one jhe11114164
800-meter runners n
conference and senior
Gary Robbins, who won •
the OVC cross country
championship and was
named OVC cross country runner of the year,
will be helping the Racers
at the long distances.
Flanagan will be looking to add depth and
speed to his squad in the
form of James Yar- •
brough I hurdles), -Monty
King I hurdles I, Tony
Moore (sprints) and
William Lewis (shot and
discus), all of whom are
members of the Racer
football team.
The Racers will be in
action Jan. 29 when they
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Nehemiah reclassified amateur
1,05 ANGELES 1AP)
Renaldo Nehemiah,
high hurdles world
record-bolder who turned
professional football
player, has received permission to compete as an
amateur in track and
field events in the United
States
The decision by the
US. Olympic Committee
was announced by its
president. Bill Simon,
and created a precedent.
_Nehemiah still is barred from all international
competition because the
International' Amateur
Athletic Federation
; IAAFi does not
recognize any athlete as

eligible if he is a professional in another sport
If even one overseas
competitor were to run in
an event in America.
Nehemiah 'would not be
able to participate,"
SU'llirl said at a news conference.
F. Don Miller, executive director of the
U S. Olympic Committee.
said that except for college athletes, Nehemiah
was the first to _ be
recognized as an amateur
in track and field and a
professional in another
sport.
Nehemiah, 23. signed a
multiyear contract last
April to play for the San
Francisco 49ers Later,

he applied to compete as allow Nehemiah to run in
an amateur in track, and the 1984 Olympic Games
the Athletics Congress of in Los Angeles
the United States T AC
-Hut we should push
declared him eligible for tbr rt." Simon said
local meets
•-1-et's try to bring our
The [AAP. however, eligibility rules into the
said TAC had made an 20th Century
The ruling could create
improper ruling 'and
declared Nehenuah in- a showdown between
eligible to compete Nehemiah and Greg
Foster, the world's top
anywhere
hurdler in 1982. according
A Federal District to Al Franken. head of the
Court in Baltimore, Md. Michelob Invitational
referred the case to the track meet set for F'eb 18
USOC, which set up a in San Diego Franken
court and heard the case said Nehemiah's atin open session this week
torney. Ron Stanko, had
Simon said the USOC's indicated - Nehemiah
decision had not yet been would run in the event if
passed on to the 1AAF lie he was approved for
doubted the !AM.' would amateur coinpention

Top seeds advance in Masters tennis
NEW YORK i AP
With the preliminaries
out of the way, the top
seeds, including John
McEnroe, move onto the
court in the $400,000 Volvo
Masters tennis tournament at Madison Square
Garden.
Ranked No. 1 in the
Noab, who defeated
world but seeded fourth Vitas Gerulaitis 4-6,6-3,6-- -in this elite 12-man field, 2. advanced to a
Friday
McEnroe will meet Jose quarterfinal .meeting
Luis-Clerc of Argentina• against second-seeded
in a quarterfinal battle Ivan Lendl of
tonight. Earlier today. Czechoslovakia Kriek
third-seeded Guillermo stopped Steve Denton 6-3.
Vilas of Argentina played 4-6, 6-2, and now will face
Ecuador's Andres top-seeded Jimmy ConGomez.
nors Friday night
On Wednesday night; "I took five weeks off."
Yannick Noah of France Noah said of his first-set
and Johan Kriek won loss. "I was not really
their first-round mat- concentrating and
I
ches.
wasn't Serving really

well. I was missing a lot
of first serves and when I
had some break points, I
wasn't verb confident."
The first set was a
mass of missed opportunities for both
players as Noah saved
seven break points before
losing his serve in the
seventh game, while
GerulainS had to fight off
four break pnints in the
first six games ,
Noah evened the match
when he broke Gerulaitis
in the eighth game, then
held serve to take the second set
The Frenchman broke
Gerulains in the third
game of the final set en
route to a 3-1 lead. _then
6roke him again in the

College football changes

NCAA approves 44 new rules
Sit)T1SDALI-.. An
Al' - - Quarterbacks,
pun*rs and knit returners have been given added
protection from harm under 44 rule changes approved by the National Collegiate Athletic Association's Football Rules Committee
One rule, however, would permit a seventh ofon the field to act "as a side-judge'' and free
the referee to concentrate solely an roughing-thepasser infractions
"Since there's an increase in the passing game
throughout college football, this seems like a
necessary:rule But it's a permissive rule. not a
mandator one," Hugh Hindman. chairman of the
ormnittee told reporters Wednesday after three
.lays of meetings here
The various conferences and independents can
adopt it ii the .•hoose to This rule frees the referee
from some areas of i overage that he shouldn't have
like holding along the line of scrimmage and- illegal Ilse of the hands," added Hindman
The
'seventh official would then be like a centerf settler
He can watch the actions of the tight-end, who
usually gets away with a lot of things, and the
referee .'an keep his eyes on the quarterback '•
The conunittee also made it an automatic first

seventh game to capture
the match
The ace of the French
Davis Cup team, Noah
said he is looking forward
to meeting I Aqui'
Krick ran tus winning
streak against I ienton to
three Ile beat him in.the
finals of the Australian
Open in both 1981 and
1982
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agile Thaek

Itie two started their
match with three rimsecutive service breaks
before the South African
native broke Denton
again in aw ninth game to
ckse out the first set
Denton ' charged back
behind his blazing serve
to capture the second set.
breaking Krieko in the
ninth gamc
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Brown aware of resistance to prison
FKANKFOKT. Ky
!API The resistance of
many Danville residents
to a proposed mediumsecurity prison in Roy*
County has been
acknowledged by Gov
Johq Y Brown Jr. as "a
Last resort problem for
A decision will be made
%hen all the information
is collected. the governor
said at it news conference
Wednesday
That's going to be a
tough one," he said "I'd
rather find a place when.
the ctantounity wants it
to create jar,"
corn, tins Secretary
George Wilson has said
that prison officials %ant
to build a farilit 1)) tOrlverting
the Danville
youth Development
'enter this year The
(Aoiter soon v. ill be phased out
A similar plan v. as
quashed hy Brown Last
", ear after protests bv
business leaders, offire•
h 01 if
r a
an •1
respientS
II((we%er, Wilson hassaid the growing shortage
of prison beds is creating
a crisis
1 he gol.ersior said
there is .s great question" of whether the state
hw- the right to spend
millions of dollars to convert the I oinville facility But. he said there are
450 prisoners around the
state looking for jails"
anal that at some point,
we•re going to have to
make a major invest"

Brown said other sites
for the prorkeed pnson
are wider study, "but I
don't want to create
shock waves around the
state"
On another topic, the
governor said at a news
conference that the
refusal of the federal
government to extend
Tuesday's deadline for
filing of new mining permits by Kentucky coal
operators •'is unfortunate
and unfair" ,
At the same time, he
said, there is nothing the
state can do about the
situation an
nobody
really is to blame.
Brown asked for the extension, saying operators
who have not met the
deadline will have to shut
down operations as they
come up on the state'S
routine inspection
schedule under pronacf
-the process which has
enabled Kentucky to gain
control of surface mining
without federal supervision
The governor said 'he
has directed affected
state officials to speed the
permit process and be
as lenient as they can"
while still meeting the
law's requirements He said it is true that
operators had a year to
prepare for the
changeover, but that they
could not foresee the current coal market at that
time
We will continue to
plod ahead to Sel' if, in
isolated places, we can
help," Brown said

He estimated that
about 300 mine operations
would not reapply for permits. but said it is not
known how many might
not have applied again
anyway
The governor said he is
close to an agreement for
a network broadcast of a
Democratic telethon,
possibly on Memorial
Day, and that it could be
the biggest party fundraiser yet.
He said the mood of the
nation is fearful because
of high unemployment,
making the time ripe for
a surge by the
Democratic Party
Brown is a possible contender for the presideno
in 1984 and a telethon
would give him national
exposure
The governor also indicated that his flat-rate
proposal to revise the
state income tax still is
alive, saying that if he
were presented with "a
-responsible piece of
legislation." he believes
It would pass in a special
session
Brown called such a
seS330/1 for .last Jan. 10,
then held off when the administration learned that
many of its tax figures
from a- consulting firm
were off the mark
We fouled up," he
said "Some of our people
&now a have learned not to
count on consultants "
Phyllis George Brown,
the governor's wife, was
at the news conference to
say that she and the
governor expect to move

BEGLEY'S
DRUG STORES

into, the renovated executive mansion at the
end of February or Aoarty
in March.
They have been living
In Brown's Cave Hill
mansion at Lexington
while the historic mansion undergoes repairs

Countries ban children from watching 'E.T.'
By ROLF SODERUND
The Swedish Board of
Associate/ Press Writer Film Censorship, backed
STOCKHOLM. Sweden by child psychologists.
i API - Sweden, Finland limited audiences to
and Norway have banned those above age. 11.
youngsters from the claiming "E.T.,* The
movie "El." — the Extra-Terrestrial" porsmash-hit fantasy tale trays adults as enemies
that Swedish censors call of children.
a close encounter of the
The official age limit in
"frightening" kind
Finland 13 II, and in, Nor-

Woman continues to keep faith
By 0.C. DOELLING
AP Writer
For Kathryn Koob, a
farnier's daughter from
Jesup, Iowa, whose faith
sustained her through an
unusual international
crisis religion was part
of her life "from the moment I was old enough to
fold my hands and lisp
'amen
At home, in "the land
where the tall corn
grows," she had
masteeed her Lutheran
catechism without realizing how vital it would
become for her decades
Later
The severest test of her
faith awaited her In
revolutionary Iran,
where the U S government sent her in 1979 to
direct the Iran-American
cultural center in Tehran
As one of 52 Amencans
taken hostage by Iranian
militants, she was forced
for the first time to examine whether she truly
could follow Christ's injunction to "love your
enemies."
Out of her spiritual trial
evolved a book,published
• by Thomas Nelson,
under the title "Guest of

the Revolution."
Her personalized account of the 444-day
hostage crisis is as free of
self-pity as it is of selfrighteousness. She makes
no attempt to hide the annoyance, anger and
despondency she frequently felt while in the
hands of the Iranian student militants
She lived in constant
fear although there was
only one overt threat
from her Iranian captors.
Some bullied her. Others
showed a zealous concern
for her well-being or subjected her and the other
captives to petty harassment:
Cut off from the outside
world, not fully grasping
the enormity of the crisis
surrounding the
hostages, she endured a
"day to day battle for
stability.. She became grateful
for small pleasures After
hope faded that she would
be released in time for
Christmas 1979, she
determined to "find out if
Christmas was really
what I had always claime& the celebration of the
birth of the Savior."
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back with the horse and" child be fed and every
wagon., and other adult have a job, but the
chronological od- means .of making these„
dities...We regard them happen would not dictate
as quaint — charming the quality to their living.
MacLeish says it is
even - but as curiosities
rather than contem- easy for us to dismiss the
Amish as a religious
poraries."
Yet declares MacLeish, aberration. But what
many years before the' can't be dismissed is the
rest of the country began fact that the Amish, for,
to realize that there is a whatever reason, asked
question under all the the right question: a
other questions, the question we - have just
Amish were pinpointing now begun to ask as a
mass society.
the issue.'
We talk now a lot about
It wasn't technological
inventiveness which was ultimate values but too
going to define their often all we are talking
future. They themselves about is just putting more
would do the defining. money into social proAnd what they would grams and slowing down
define would be their the rate of increase in the
Lives: not the means of natiofial defense budget
and reducing the huge
Life, but life itself.
The life came first and federal deficits.
What the Amish mean
the means came afterAverd. If to live as they Is the very nature of
proposed to live, they human life, the living of
would have to go without human life — everything
the "so called" frills they mass society tends to Igwould go without! nore and tends to go right
Humanity was their con- on ignoring no matter
cern and his immortal how many houses it consoul, and all the rest is in- structs — no matter how
many more weeks of
cident.
Obviously the Amish unemployment benefits
would see that every are extended as important as that is — no matter how much 'payment
in kind' programs it may
FERN TERRACIC
render the grain farmer
-1•01XM
as vital as that may be to
prevent bankruptcies.
As we madly dash
about seeking to improve
ISIS Steam View Drive-Phone 753-71119
the means of production
Money, Ky. 12871
in order to increase jobs
hoe Terme neysette
so we can put our people
Wen Levens Tapp
back to work we dare not
We at Fern Terroce Lodge ore o little late in
be sucked into believing
wishing oil OW friends a "Happy New Year." It
that jobs are ends in
seems that our intentions were good but
themselves.
something else would take up our time so
They are only means to
Ploosit forgive me for being a little late with • ends. The end to life is to
Our wishes.
live well, and according
We ore recuperating fine after the holidays
to the Gospel of John "to
and I wont to thank everyone in the community
live more abundantly."
for making such o Merry Christmas for the
Obviously humanity
residents in the focility who hay* no fomily.
must have bread or peoThese people hod the biggest Christmas they
ple cannot live at all. But
hod ever hod, due to the love and generesify of
once humankinds basic
the wonderful people of our community
needs are met; food,
. Thank you ogoin from the bottom of our
shelter, and clothing in
modest amounts 'living
hearts.
well' becomes uppermost
We hod a nice Christmas party and enjoyed
— and living well means
seeing so many of you at the focility that
enjoying a better quality
night. We are always glad to see visitors and
of living.
friends.
And if you perchance
We hod "Barry Hole and the Fire Mountain
are kindly disposed
Bond" out to play for us Saturday night and-toward religion or happen
the residents enjoyed them so much that the
to be a Christian, how
coming bock this Saturday night at 7 p rn.
dem your philosophy or
to play for us so that we con hove a dance Our
your religious Faith go
,residints wont to kiclosup their heels so 1hó.'
k
about defining the
band is going to accommodate them If you
QUALITY to your living?
wont to hear this bond come and join us next.
The next time you meet
fiaturday night, the 22nd, at 7 p.m.
an Amish in our comWe wont to wish a speedy recovery to Ger,
munity you do well to
trude Sprague, Planer Flora, Eva Mikhail, Jim
thank him on behalf of his
Rice, and Ethel Collins, who are all in the
ancestors who asked the
ho‘itol. Hopefully they will be home soon.
right question along time
That is oll the news for now so again Happy
ago before the rest of the
New Year from Fern Terrace Lot*
society had the discern'
,
O&M*
ond staff.
ment! Thanks Amish for
being prophetic!

By DAVID ROOS
Pastor of First Christian Church
h about twelve
people out of work
ip the United States, and
:"children going to bed at
night hungry, and babies
with no crib to call their
own evicted right out in
the cold, one wonders
what in the world would
the Amish have to teach
us,
Well certainly not very
much about the means by
which a society chooses
to feed its people in a
country with an over
abundance of grain yet
people hungry, and obviously not a whole lot
about how to create more
jobs in a society that has
highly skilled jobs
waiting to -be filled. Yet
the Amish have
everything to say about
developing quality to living!
Archbald MacLeish in
a collection of his essays
titled "Riders on the
Earth" points out that
"the usual view of the
Amish is that they are an
anachronism, a people
who got stuck in history
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But chief censor Gimbel Arrback in
ti
Sweden's Whrellil
moviegoers under 11
might be traumatized by
a "threatening .and
frightening atmosphere"
which she maintained
prevails throughout the
flk
The movie is an
outstanding success in
Sweden, according to the
distributor, United International Pictures.
It said the movie, playing in 22 Swedish cities,
has grossed $2.1 million
on 570,000 tickets sold in a
country of8.3 million people.
Overall, distributors
said the movie has sold
1.4 million tickets' since
its December premieres
in Sweden, Norway,
Finland and Denmark -countries with a combined population of just over
22 million.
"Sensational." United
International's Swedish
spokeswoman May-Britt
Zohrer said of the figures.
'There is no other movie
that comes near ET. in'
being seen by so many
people in such a short
time."
She predicted E.T.
would score an all-time
record in Sweden, surpassing the $6.8 million
grossed in four years by
"Foul Play," a 1970s
vehicle for comedienne
Goldie Hawn.
Ms. Zohrer said she
does not believe the age
limit has affected the
number ofliCkets sold in
Sweden.

comtemporary religious
I
thoughts

Free

I.

It wasn't until four
months after the seizure
of the embassy that she
was place4 together with
the only other woman
among the remaining
hostages - Elizabeth
Ann Swift, an embassy
political officer who also
found succor in her Christian faith
Testimony of how well
it served them came from
Christian clergymen who
were allowed to visit the
hostages on Easter 1980.
They reportedly told
guards that "the women
were the best adjusted of
the hostages" they had
seen.
One of those ministers,
the Rev. Jack Bremer of
Lawrence, Kan., provided the answer to one of
Miss Koob's most troubling spiritual questions.
"I had wondered se
often how to pray .for the
Ayatollah i Ruhollah Kliomeinioind the leaders of
Iran. Now Pastor Bremer
had prayed that the love
and light of God would so
fill Iran that God's will
would be done. Here was
my answer," Miss Knob
rejoiced.

way 12. In the United
States, the movie carries
s rating of •Varental
Guidance" suggested,
vrtach does not impose a
strict age limit.
Danish film censors.
who restricted the "Star
Wars" movies and most
other science fiction filais
to .those )2 and above,
gave "E.T." the green
light
The Steven Spielberg
movie shows Earthbound children giving
shelter to the stranded,
gawky alien. E.T. for
short.
It has delighted
millions in the United
States, set off a
Christmas-time "E.T."
craze, and now is sweeping countries throughout
the world.
The ban on young
children from the movie
here prompted some
young Swedes to hit the
sidewalk with protest
placards to show their
displeasure.
"Away with the 11-year
limit," "Children's films
are made for children,"
and "We want E.T." read
some of the children's
picket signs in front of a
major Stockholm theater
where the movie opened
Dec. 10.
The movie's
distributors say they
doubt the bans are keeping all under-age children
away from the movie.
Swedish newspapers
reported many children
under 11, some with their
parents, were seeing the
movie by pretending they
were of age.
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How can you tell Germans from Americans?

Helmet change may cost film industry
RIDGEFIELD, Conn.
rAF) - The Pentagon's
startling decision to
replace the venerable
steel pot with a Germanstyle, over-the-back-ofthe-neck fiberglass
helmet hits the war
movie industry like a
maximum charge artillery barrage
The movie moguls may

be left-for dead in their
bunkers!'
In future flicks how will
you be able to tell George
S. Patton and his U.S. 3rd
Army from Baron Hasso
von Manteuffel and his
5th Panzer Army' If
Willie and Joe wear the
same head gear as Hans
and Fritz, how will the
waf movie buff kow

whether he's watching
"Iwo Jima" or "Watch on
the Rhine- With John
Wayne and Conrad Veldt
characters similarly
behatted in remakes of
famous war movies, film
makers ma) have to
revive the old bouncing
ball in the big battle
'scenes to point out %Inch
Is Mai (;en -Slim Jim'

Plan to regulate dentists' ads
ding to deceive or
FRANKFORT. Ky. Thomas replied.
He said the belga/ay for defraud the public.
I AP i - Dentists would
The last attempt to
ha0 to submit advertis- the board to determine if
ing to the Kentucky there is deceptive adver- overhaul the dentistry
Board of Dentistry in ad- tising is to look at it statutes failed to pass in
the 1962 session, and the
vance of publication or 'before it comes out.
Sen. Robert Martin. I)- dentistry board offered
broadcast under a new
statute proposed by the Richmond, chairman of much the same version to
the Subcommittee on the subcommittee
board.
One proposal expands
That and other sugges- Health Occupations and
tions were heard Wednes- Professions,said that it is the board's authority
day by a legislative sub- possible the dentistry over dentists. Currently,
committee, which took no board "might sit -on the it has authority to revoke,
advertisement even if it suspend or refuse to
action.
renew a license. The proDentistry Board lawyer is legal."
But Thomas said the ,posal is to add the power
Lloyd Thomas said the
advertising clearance board merely seeks a col- to reprimand, probate
plan is similar to that of lection of all adver- and refuse to issue a
the Kentucky Bar tisements by dentists to license.
Another proposal calls
Association and conforms keep track of events, and
with recent U.S. Supreme the proposal does not for board employment of
Court rulings that allow mean a dentist could not an executive director.
advertising within the run his advertisement in . Another would give the
the meantime.
profession.
board the nght
The process already is to refuse, after a hearing,
However. Rep. Raymond Overstreet, R- carried out informally, to issue a
.certificate of
Liberty, a lawyer, said Thomas said.
authority to a laboratory
The dentistry board or technician, or to
the bar association
generally does not re- also proposed eliminating revoke such a certificate.
quire prior submission, a provision barring
Thomas told the
and he implied that if
. specific types of advertis- legislators that cornsuch a law is enacted, ing, such as electric plainLs against dentists
there could be abuse by signs,_ in a step that have increased recently.
Thomas said would Oe He said he believes that is
the dentistry board.
"What would keep the "more closely aligned due to the consumer proboard from tying up the with the Supreme Court tection division in the at- material. for•-. months?" guidelines." --------------- - torney,- -general's afire
- In its-place would be a n-whieh-has-- made people
Overstreet asked. •
"I suppose we could be act that simply would .':aware of.what the law
sued rby the dentist)," prohibit advertising ten, is."

Woman pleads innocent to theft
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP)- A woman with a
diamond ring in her
stomach was in the
Fayette County jail
Wednesday and police
were counting on her
digestive system to
return a, jeweler's merchandise.
Gwendolyn Watkins,
22, of Lexington, pleaded
innocent Monday to a
charge of theft by
unlawful taking after
police used an X-ray
machine to find the $1,500
ring.
A clerk at Skullers

Jewelry told police Ms.
Watkins had been looking
at three rings, but returned just two to the
showcase.
The clerk detained Ms.
Watkins and called
police, but a female officer's frisk turned up
nothing. Neither did a
metal detector.
"We didn't know what
had happened to that
ring," said Sgt. Horace
Bacon.
Ms. Watkins, meanwhile, denied taking the
ring and was threatening
to sue for false arrest, he

said.
"Then I got an idea.
Bacon said. "I walked up
to her and said,'Ma'am. I
think you swallowed it
and I'm going to have you
X-rayed.'"
Ms. Watkins was taken
to the emergency room at
the University of Kentucky'..s Albert II
Chandler Medical Center
and an X-ray located the
ring in her stomach.
Ms. Watkins "agreed to
return the ring" in due
course, but still faces a
theft charge,Bacon said.

Three killed in Louisville house fire
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) - Three people
were killed early today
when fire swept through a
three-story frame house
on the city's west side, a
fire official said.
The names of the victims were being withheld
pending completion of
autopsies.
Another resident was
taken to University
Hospital in serious condition and a fifth was apparently unhurt.
One firefighter was
slightly injured.
Maj. David Wright, information officer for the
Louisville Fire Department, said that three
units comprised of about
15 firefighters responded
to the alarm at 2:36 a.m.
EST.

Suits filed
LEXINGTON, Ky.
( AP) - The estate of
Lexington businessman
Kenneth C. Davis Sr. has
Med lawsuits seeking $4.4
million from Kentucky
Finance Co. and three insurance companies.
The lawsuits filed in
Fayette Circuit Court
claim that Hartford Accident and Indemnity Co.,
Kentucky Central Life Insurance Co. and Manhattan Life Insurance Co.
failed to pay on Davis'
policies.
Davis, 59, was shot to
death May 19. Hit
estranted wife. EU
Davis, 62. was cenvkini
of second-degre
manslaughter
Kentucky Finance Co.
ot was named in the Nit
because it had growl!
surance policies threu.
the other defendant
firms.

"The fire was under
control very quickly, but
we were on the scene a
couple of hours to completely search out the
dwelling to make sure
everyone was out,"-.
Wright said.
He said that four
residents of the house
were asleep on the second
floor when the fire broke
out.
"We found two on the
floor of the second floor

and two on the third
floor." Wright said. "Apparently, when they
found they were unable to
go downstairs, they went
up to the third floor."
The cause of the fire,
which -heavily damaged" the first floor of the
house, was still under investigation, said Wright_
"From all surface
observations, it seems to
be fire of normal, accidental nature," he said.
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One day just before the 1982 "the best year I'd II ts. rid on Apr I 1 I, Ferr% plant near Wiens.
match the versatility and
spokesman Dick Connelly Ala this nation's larlIct
panache of the old .steel war ended.a 'jeep sudden- ever had in 16 years "
'1'1;
the nation's
ly screamed to a halt, as I
"Another thing was I said
Pot?
largest
electrii
utility
steel
pot
by
the
Another
set
on
my
$30
million
in
wanted
to
Those of us who held
have the lowest
pro% ides pow yr I.' 8.
,our heads high under its roadside writing a letter gas In town once
.111!. •- materials and equipment
has been removed for use iiiillec'ii 1 11.44.111.1• In rell
three pounds of soldierly Gen. Mark Clark himself life,"!num said
111•S-sef .111,1 pall.,
grandeur in the last great came bounding out
Dunn said the cit-rate oen other TV Aliiroiects
\lab.' to a
Warehouses at the .tucks
war to end all wars can -Soldier." he snapped„ price would 0,ontinue
recall the infinite variety "where's your darn through Sailinlay . aching three constructiim sites Gem gia
of its uses anti occasional helmet" Don't you know he expected to lose about Will be_open ever!, Tues- North Carolina an!
Virginia
there's a war on"
day and Thorsda% fr.ori
abuses
82,000
KNOXVII.I.t, Term
• Al'
About $100
million worth of construction materials go up for
sale, today as the Tennes-ver Valley Authority
tries to recover part of its
multi-billion dollar ig.vegnient in three scrap'peel nuclear plants
TVA officials said overinc-counterl catalog sales
w u it he g in 'at

used

'Gccas prices
d ropped for wife

mulligan
stew

CONSOLIDATED REPORT OF CONDITION
(Including Domestic Substdierieni)

0040,,IS frt.

LEGAL TITLE Of SANK
PEOPLES BAW OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY
CITY

COUNTY
MURRAY

-7

i ZiP CODE

STATE
CA LLOWA Y

STATE SANK NO.

FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICT

60

8

42071

KENTUCKY
CLOSE OF BUSINESS DATE
DIII(MMIIIIPt 31, 1982

ASSETS
1. Cash and due from depository Institutions
6
2
2. U.S. Treasury securities
00
3
3 Obligations of other U S Government agencies and corporations
-I4
a Obligations of States and political subdivisions in the United States
5
5. All ,other securities
6. Federal funds told and securities purchased under agreements to resell
7a
7. a. Loans, Total (excluding unearned income)
38 1
7b
254
b. Less: allowance tor possible loan losses
7c
c. Loans, Net
If Lease financing receivables
9
9. Bank premises, furniture and fixturas, and other assets representing bank premises
10
10 Real estate owned other than bank premises
11
11. All other assets
12
12. TOTAL ASSETS (sum of items 1 thru 11)
95 7
LIABILITIES
144
13
13. Demand deposits of Individuals, partnerships, and corporations
1
14
71
14 Time and savings deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations)
3
15
15. Deposits of United States Government
16
262
States
United
16. Deposits of States and political subdivisions in the
17
145
17. All other deposits
18
847
16. C,ertified and officers' checks
19
242
86
Total
Deposits
(sum
of
items
13
thru
19
18)
19a
It
a Total demand deposits .
19b
75
b Total time and savings deposits
20
20 Federal funds purchased and securities sold under agreements to repurchase
21 Interest-bowing demand notes (note balances) issued to the U S Treasury and
21
other list:Winne for borrowed money
22
11
/
4
.14)_
,
:
•!
22 Mortgage indebtedness and liability for capitalized leases
23
23 All other liabilities
24
24 TOTAL LIABILITIES (excluding subordinated notes and debentures) (sum of demi 19 thru 23)
25
as. Subordinated notes and debentures
EQUITY. CAPITAL
(par value)
a No shares outstanding
26. Preferred stock
a No shares authorized
27 Common Stock
27
(par value)
b No shares outstanding
28
as. Surplus
ES Undivided profits and reserve for contingencies and other capital reserves
30
30. TOTAL EQUITY CAPITAL (sum of items 211 thru 29)
24.
25
and
30)_
iterne
01
• 31
31. TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY CAPITAL (sum
Memo
MEMORANDA
outstanding
date
report
as of
1. Amounts
la
Standby letters of credit, total
lb
b. Time certificates of deposit in denominations of $100,000 Of more
lc
c. Other time deposits in amounts of $100,000 or more
2. Average for 30 calendar days (or calendar month) ending with report date
a. Total deposits (correspond* to item 19 above)
NOTE: This newt west be aped by ao iiiifkannal onio(s) sad sairaerl by met ley awe amps directors other awn the exerts/ armee Me noon.
kaorarladp and belief
Ma,the imaintaissa siker(s) do mean inners that this awn of Ceeditise (melodies the supporting schoewsin) is Inn to Me twist of ws
SIGNED
DATE
TELEPHONE
NO
REPORT,
AREA
CODE/
SIGN
SIGNATURE OF OFFICE 11) AUTHORIZED
.4..uAnv 17, 1983
(502) 753-3231
correctness of this Report or
attest
the
flee undersigned directors.
Inv 4UM01111210 10 USN NAM
Condition (including the SuOPOrting aChOdulelt) and declare that it has
been examined by us and to the best of our knowledge and heti& as beef;
Casinos
x H. 11110ANDOOla VIC(.P01lama wy
•• prepared in conformance with the ineiruonone and is true end correct
SIGNATURE OF DIRECTOR
SIGNATURE OF DIRECTOR
SIGNATURE OF DIRECTOR

arm 7

/Aar
-11"2_07'
siTLICAW
. . Csouty of
Stole of
f
Sworse darl subscribed before au the,
,w director fli the, bon,
seesi I hiPfeblf (*raft that 1 am writ an
MARCH 211,, 19 85
My cosuslislos expiry,

0W.&Y
UtialtV

9

AletrOkoIsry Pubis

I' 41.1 11 1111. MI FIRl1.1ki.1.1.111.1.R

11%0C
- "•.41nerw4aiy. jammer, 241. 1163

Patients lining up for 'test tube'baby clinic Murray High honor roll released
LOUISVILLE. Ky
Prospeettve p.t AP,
bents are already lined
up for a "test-tube" baby
clink that could open at
the University of Kentucky medical center
within six months, says a
school official
Medical centers at the
University of Louisville
and Indiana University
also are considering
opening "in vitro" fertilization clinics, which
would help couples who
cannot conceive children
Specialists have received tr.ainiftit and soine
equipment has been
ordered for the l'K clime.
said 1/r Erner Wilson.
director of the obstetries
and gynecologi, depart-

augmentation" program numerous requests from
could be available within couples wanting to get on
the year.
a waiting list, and adMasterson said U of I. ministrators are conhas ptibple trained in the sidering the ost. how
procedures and has ten- roan> people need the
tative financing, though pro( edure, and how much
adequate spare IS a pro- space is needed
blem.
The( enter could accept
Officials at 'Indiana patients "within a year,
University's medical maybe soone r '
,
said
center in Indianapolti Gretchen Wolfram,threealso are considering a tor of the university's
proposal for a clinic.
news bureau.
Dr
Marguerite
As many as 3.5 million
Shepard, program coor- American couples
dinator and professor of about one in five - are inobstetrics and fertile In vitro in glass
gynecology, said the pro- fertilization is most
posal is subject to ap- useful to the 600,000
proval by the hospital women who are unable to
director and the medical have children because of
school dean
damaged or missing
The school has had 'Fallopian tubes, the
passages by which a fertilized egg normally
reaches the womb
It involves removing

ment's fertility division
- But Wilson- laid the
clink is still subject to approval by the hospital's
clinical board, a grotto of
doctors and administrators who will
consider the matter in
several weeks.
At -the University of
Louisville School of
Medicine, the passibility
is "under active discussion." said Dr Marvin
Yussman. head of the
division of reproductive
endocrinology. ''but we
have not confirmed any
plans."
Dr Byron Masterson.
chairman of the
bstetr irs and
gynecology department,
said the "pregnancy

[ CROSSWORD PUZZLER

fertile eggs from the
woman. fertilizing them
with the 111:1411.5 sperm in a
laboratory dl-i. and inserting the feThlized eggs
into the mother's womb
In vitro fertilization
was first used successfully In Eaffilind in 1971
Clinics have since started
in the United States and
Australia, and the first
American baby fertilized
through the method was
born in Norfolk, Va.. in
December 1961.
By spring. about 150
-telt tube" babies. will
have been born
Wilson said the odds of
success have unproved so
that the chance of
pregnancy from in vitro
fertilization is about as
good as that of a normal
couple "We hope to improve on that." he said.

Man contracts rabies
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WALTHAM. Mass
A. 30-year-old
I API
man who was bitten by a
dog in Africa last fall has
rontractt:d rabies, and
doctors are using interferon in the .battle to
save Pus life, officials said
today.
It is the second time interferon has been used to
fight rabies, the doctors
said A patient was
treated with interferon in
1961. in Tucson, Anz... but
died
Dr David Duhme said
the victim was admitted
to Waltham Hospital on
Jan 5 with symptoms of
rabies, a viral disease
often transmitted
through the bite of a.rabid
animal
• Duhme said the Man
was bitten by a cliorTh an
Afriean nation in October.
while working overseas
for an American company. He declined to give
any more information
about the patient and
would not release the
man's name.
Duhme said the man,
who first complained of a
tingling sensation in his
arm and shoulder, later
could not 'Swallitw and
developed other classic
symptoms of the disease
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Dr. Kenneth Bernard of
the national Centers for
Disease Control
Atlanta said the man was
receiving injections of interferon in his brain and
shoulder-muscles. la addition to other drugs.
Bernara' said that
because of the rarity and
severity of the disease, no
treatment has ever been
established. He said 40
cases of rabies in humans
have been recorded in the
United States Since 1960.
and only two victims are
known to have survived.
The doctor said that
without care, patients
usually die within four.
days after the symptoms.
develop. He said rabies
has a long incubation
period, and symptoms
can remain hidden for up
to two years. Signs of the
disease usually appear
within 90 days after a
bite, he said.
People bitten by a
possibly rabid animal can
receive -a vaccine, but
must have it within .30
days of being bitten.
Didune said the victim
here did not porelve vaccine becau.si he was told
the dog that bit him had
been inoculated against
rabies.
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Announcement
expected

J°eY Rezr
"
t and ain3
"
Wolf.
AB A's and B's
Seniors
James Dale Arm- LEXINGTON. Ky.
strong. Donna Asbridge. 1 A p
Ken tuck >Frances Drake
ClairehouaselteIl,Kathy Energy Secretary
FOR FRIDAY.
Ann Clark, Missy Kay William -B. Sturgill said
• J ANUARY 21, 1963
Conner, Valerie Curry. Wednesday he expects a
Mark David Donaldson, government announce- What kind'of day will tomerrow be" To lii!d out ohat the
Denise Edell ment affecting one or
stars say; read the forecast
Eversmeyer, Donna Kay more of the state's sYn-• given for Ili& birth sign.
Farley. Ray Wesley thetic fuels projects.
Ferguson.
Directors of the .U.S. ARIES
Monica Lynn Greene, Synthetic Fuels Corp. will (Mar. 21 to Apr. 191 er14
Karen Hainsworth, meet Thursday in Be tactful in speech,
Amanda Jane Hammack, Houston and the an- especially 'with higher-Ups.
Joy' Lynn Hina. Ma*. nouncement could follow Romantic introductions are
Elsa James, Velvet the meeting. Sturgill said likely. Intuition will prove to.
Renee Jones, Melanie through a spokesman. He be your best adviser.
I.ynn Kelly, Michele Kup- would not elaborate.
TAURUS
7
chella.ICaren-Anii /sees, Sp6nsôrs
x Apr. 20to Mas-20)- .1:1-40
I.a uric Lee.Love*,
1/4 'synthetie4uel projects in You still _haveAQ. double-.
Susan Kelly McCarty. Kentucky have applied check a - proposition, even
Nicky Robin McKinney, for development funds though it's voiced by a good
John Nix Purdorn, Susan from the federal corpora- friend. Some overlooked bills
I.ynne Rogers. Melanie tion. The proposed plants may come to your attention.
sv
Susanna Roos,,Beth Ann would produce liquid fuel GEMINI
Sallin, Douglas Bryan from coal, shale and tar May 21 to June 201 sallei"Though social` prospects.
Story, Whitney Adams sands.
look promising, remember to
Taylor, Samantha Wilder Sturgill and Deputy. honor other commitments.
and David Keith York.
Energy Secretary David Friends and money don't mix
Juniors
Drake discussed the six favorably.
lisibisson Paul Adams, projects Tuesday in CANCER
Emily Rose Apperson. Washington with U.S. (June 21 to July MI ee)
Julie A. Baker, Steven Synthetic Fuels Presi- Mixed trends affect your
Lee . Beyer, Angela B. dent V ictortchroeder.
career picture. You'll make
some useful contacts, but may
be easily distracted. Don't be
careless.
LEO
JT
utrya
b.e22onl your6/24aggen
Travel may
da, but you're tempted to
overspend or -to overlook
details. Romantic prospects
improve.
VIRGO
I Aug.23to Sept. 22i
Don't be too critical of a
By Abigail Van Buren
child or loved one. Not
everyone can live up to your
perfectionist standards. Curb
extravagance.
IABRA
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
DEAR ABBY. I am one of many thousands of voices (in
Romance LS in the offing, but
the other end of the 'line when you dial 411 — "Operator avoid boastful behavior or
Assistance "
making promises you won't be
We are rated on Our proffuctivity the number of calls We able to keep. A relative may
take), courtesy and accuracy In other words, we have to tw be touchy.
quick. courteous and correct iln an average day. an SCORPIO
operator takes about 25(1 calls every Pito hours.) We are I Oct. 23 to Nov. 211
paid to servo the public. Most callers are polite and
An invitation -could come
pleasant, but. Abby, you wouldn't believe what I've had to from a co-worker. Social life is
put up with tieing called "a dumb broad." "stupid" and favored, but don't overin"idiot" is all in a day's work. And we can't hang up on
health and diet.
them — we are supposed to handle the situation profes- dulge. Watch
SAGITTAIUUS
sionally and impersonally without raising our voices.
eirkV
A telephone operator's job is ranked as the 17th most Nov. 22to Dec.21, )
A party mood prevails. Hobstressful job in the nation lahead of poker)
When a customer calla for a telephone number, he should bies and romance are on your
give us enough information to find the phone number I've agenda, but a friend may
had people ask for thenuMber of "the little shop that sells display signs of jealousy.
buttons in the middle of the block in some shopping Rivalry is likely,
center." They aren't even sure if it's in the city or one of CAPRICORN
(Dec.22toJan.191 3
44
the salmarhs!
Shopping for the home is
I've also had people ask for a name they can't spell at
an address they aren't sure of. Ill ask for more informa- favored if you stick within
tion, they cuss me out in a foreign language
budgets. You may be too
Abby. please tell your readers that the nest time they critical of a family member.
give their fingers a rest from walking through the Yellow Catch upon rest.
-Pages.-to remember that the telephone operators are people AQUARIUS
with feelings. too Have• nice day
(Jan.30to Feb. 11I)
"INFORMATION.PLEASE" You'll have to know when to
speak and to whom Romney
DV.AR INFORMATION: Thanks for a dandy letter. and social life look promng.
And you have•nice day!
but gossip and mnformation
abound.
DEAR ABBY How do yea feel about iidataorderiiiie a PISCES
ehild's portion in a restaurant? Many people. dee to sue
ger% or inability to sailors* portions of foo4,. laallt limit (Feb. III to Mar.30)
Success comes losizz
the amount of food they est.
I have been told that because I am an adult I cannot through your own
order a child's portion I think that's discrimination My tiorn. You needn't arthsilly
husband ran eat an adult's portion but I cannot, and I with an ostentaRoul&ploy of
extravagance
Just can't are all that food going to waste
A doggie hag would work in some •cases, but not at a YOU BORN TODAY are
creative hut need selfpancake house (My husband loves pancakes
We are not cheapskates, and we always leave a nice tip discipline to make the most of
raw talents. At times you're
regardleas of what we order,
smoi.1. LATER found in Noisiness allied to
the at% as well as archilecz
DEAR SMALL: Most restaurants serve childres'a bre Sad gado. You wait
portions as an accommodation, but it would be best whim malivaed by SD
economically unfeasible to serve children's portions ids& and are capable of
to adults at reduced pekoe.'If doggie bags won't dm- eglipagrgifigigrguirga is your
eat what you want and leave the rest.
field. Ilducation, writing,
•••
pdblishing and banking are
some of the areas in which
Problems? You'll fool better if you get thesis off you'll find happiness You
your chest. Write to Abby. P.O. Box 315e23. Holly- hove leadership qualities and
wood, calif.
Poe a personal reply. Pima* would mike a goad public official.
enclose a stamped,self-addreeeed envelope.

Operator's Job Is
Always on the Line

me*

&AL
'NAPPY ElIRTOPAY
TO A GREAT SERGEANT

Todd Orlando Rots. Leila
Semis Uinta, Jerri
Weatherford and Russell
Wright. Jr
Freshmen
Leslie Helen Adams.
Amy Asbridge, Tanuny
Winette Bartow, Jason
Deep Billingtons, Leslie
Delete Borge, Kelley Jo
Tathey, Loctue Shannoiri
Christopher. Deidre
Daugherty. David Da
Huong Dinh. Laurel
Donaldson, Brian
Thomas Duncan. 1.ee
Ellen Estes, Michelle
Garland, _.Elizabeth
Hegel. Carla Jackson.
Richard Jones, Sean Kelly. Lynn Koettecke,
Jennifer Labelle,
Melanie McClain Shannon D Parker, Michael
Phillips. Denise Randolph, Deborah Kay
Roos. Lisa- Shoemaker.
Jay Scott Simmons and
Natascha Tubbs.

De iv

fOIP
V

I'M TEACHING
MYSELF THE
MORSE CODE,
NANCY

The honor roil for the Hamilton, Matthew/T.
first semester at Murray Harrington, Bkth
High School has been Hilliard, Sindin Andy
released by Bill Well's. - Jobs.
print-ipal. and Mark
janiec--Eimer Kelly.
Brady, assistant prin- 1.uAnn Catherine
cipal. as follows
Loberger.John Melton.
. Cary Miller. Robert PerMaking All A's
rin James William
Seniors
Jon Mark Billington, Phillips 11, Richard
William Peter Bossing, Thomas Rogers, Amy Jo
Mike Childress. Teresa Ross,Lae Ann Rushing,
Ann Ford, Gary Dwain
David Schwan, Mien
Galloway, Bradley Ed- Terry Sears, Robert
win McNutt. Samuel Stout, Tim Wilcox,
Todd Nunnally. Kimberly Kimberly- Jane Witham,
Susan Oies, James Allen Anastasia Renee Willett,
West- and Lisa Gay Liss Christi Williams and
Wilson
Christopher Wyant.
Sophomores
Juniors
Charles Howard Cella,
Rebekah Brock, Loyd
George Michael Frwhel, Edward Bidder, Ramona
Lisa Carol Mikulcik and Ann Burnley, Relly
Clulcutt. Minds Cotham.
Jeremy lee White.
Matthew Ferguson. Mary
• Sophomores
Kimberly Marie Greer, Jennifer Grasty,
Ann Riley Harcourt,
Derrell Shawn Parker,
Amy Rebecca Roos and Vonnie Sue Hays. Greer
Gordon Houston, I.isa
Michael Wilkins. .
Gay Howard,Shelly Lynn
Freshmen
Angel Dawn Adams, Howell. Kathryn Yvonne
Phillip G. Billington, Jac- Jones, Aleca Karahalios,
queline Boltz. Laura Sherry Lynne Meadows.
Suzanne V i bette
Cella. Mary Heather
Doyle, Jon Mark Hall, Meeks. Alicia Gay. NunLuke Harrington, _Jill -nally, Glen. Louie Olson,
James, Jennifer Kratzer, David Wayne Randolph.

I-10P.E IM OiOT TOO LATE
VO YOU 4'0* NAT IT WAS FATE
TO SAY TWAT You ARE GREAT OR JUST A &INCH OF STUFF YOU
FACT,1M JUST Ti/E LATE ,T
ATE"
TO 5AY YOU ARE -NE GREATEST_

•
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2. Notice

2. N01Kt

•

The Morroy
Lock Skop

will be moving to 104
N. 9111 Street. New

pimp

maim

aof

peblisheil in
this
yeses directory will
be 7S3-1377. Ifne
swim 759-10311.

Novo 5 minsitest Coll
759.4444 fer as Ispirstionabidessaga te
briglitea poor day.

'

Help Wanted

FOR SALE
T•ii

12 Goole
Newsom Shotives
Midst 170 Reeningtoe

$249.00
Model

1100

Rem

ialfas

$295.00
Vernon's
Western Store
Olympic Plaza
Nears 9-9 Doily, J -0
%edgy

Cbilaree's tells 759'
4445

Boat' licenses are now
available in the Cir
cult District Clerks Of
lice Costs to renew will
be as foflows all
boards $24. I' ivii" $10
16' 2511" 514. 763911
S21).• 40' over 1124. trans
ter $1 50 All transfers
must be On a current
All trans
registration
ters must be signed by
Owner and witnessed by
either 01,11r office staff or
partly nOt. involved in
Registrations
transfer
itlipire April 30. 19113

JUST ARRIVED!
Now ,shipmet of
Panama lock. (Seaton
prodects end skirts)
Jody end Shore's
Beaty Solon. 7535902 lel-Air Shopping
Coiner

FOR SALE
Browning
Belgiem

S Shot
12
mode

ler yew ceavemeoce
hem ow Sakes lees
104 et ear
hew 6 le PS to 11.66
kiessierrs. Tees/eye
TlwrwisTo..d9.
MOONS, OtWia1011141,
PONTIAC, CAMILA(
14116 W. Mei

SAVE With
Discount Service

Coupons - Leek In
The Yellow PogeS
,

NOTICE
We Are Now
Equipped For
Macpherson Strut
ont-End Alignment
Call 753-8500

$450.00

$225.00
Vernon's
Western Store
Olympic Plaza
Hours 9-9 doily, 1-6
Sunday

TEXAS REFiNERY
CORP offers Weedy of
money plus cash
bonuses frirsge benefitS
to mature person in
R#garo
Murray area
less of experience write
14 G Sean. Pres . bo•
711
Ft
Wortis
76101
Wanted someone to
removed snow from
Call Murray
drive
Manor Apts between
9am lp m 7S3 1641
We are taking a p
piications from 1 Ila m
lOr try seeks . with
least
yrs experierW
must be able to work
nights and 'weekends
references reciuired. no
Phone calls please
Colonial House
Smorgasbord. Hwy 641
Murray. K v

1.Situation Wanted

%MN

90099

Thompson Center $O
Cal. with Tosco 41160
replica scope. Mock
powder)

11 Musical

SAVE - SAVE
Snow Tire Sole
New And Retread

A Grandmother to Stay
with a 4 yr old child
Tuesday and Thursday
afternoon in my home
references perferred
Call 733 0317 alter S
Experienced babySit
ter. reSDOnsible mother
will care for your child
anytime day or night.
full time, part time or
drop in S minute% East
759 1697
,
Experienced med• ical
secretarse, available
immediately, full or
parttime 437 4151
Party searchirid real
estate loan at a lock in
rate Person will give
sound finencial state
ment and 1st morgage
Send reply to P 0 Box
1040B
Responsible lady would
like to do house cleaning
and extra ironing Call
753 7551
Will sit tor elderly man
or woman. light
housework and cooking
$3 per hour 437 4975
Would like to 00 sewing
in my home for cOildren
and adults
Call
759940)
Want to rent Dark Fired
Tobacco Base 759 1133

11. Instruction
Piano lessons given
Ask for Jill 762 1352

14. Want to Buy
Economy Tire &Service
2011 Nell St
753-$500

SLIM DOWN
FIRM UP

15. Articles for Sale

New classes at the Murray Health Spa,
N. 15th Street next to University Day
Core Center. Registration 5-7 p.m. Jon.
24th mid 25th. No membership
necessary $25.00 per month, 2 classes
weekly. Aerobic, machine, spot end
floor exercises. Sauna included. For
more information cell 153-2967 after S
p.m.

our
welt.

Ova PANE
11NS YEAR
ANP WI1S4

3,000 bales wheat
strawit Call days 901
$17 3161, nights OW 364
3062
Raw furs. raccoon red
lox, gray fox, muskrat.
mink, coyote, opossum
beaver
Owen Mc
Clellan. P 0 Box 63.
Pulaski. ill
62976.
Phone 611 3-426316

cum'T
svORIPY
MAK.-

16. Nome Furnishings
New oriental
rues all site 6, extra
nice antiques Chip
Weal' chairs. Wakput
111011 bed. many oNpr
nial antiques. Call after
30.m I 090 6406
Frigidaire refrigerator
with ice maker, match
n g dishwasher.
avocado in good condi
lion Cell 753 03117 otter
S.
Three piece French
Provincial bedroom
sults and a Avon bottle
clung it.Call 739.45111.
Zenith color T.V.
Cabenel. SIM. Call 753

VOL

•Ciasified

.

73. Exterminating

Kelley's Termite
It Pest Control
Phew' 753-3914

24. Miscellaneous

1978 White Refrigera
tot 1700 Double f4or-se
Trailer. $600 753 140
Air Compressors for
sale Dill Electric 753
9104.
Firewood for sate di
3573,
FirewOOd sn SO a ri.ck
753 3711 alter Sp m
Heat bulbs. 730 watts
Milo red. SI 59 each
Waitrn Hardware
Paris
One. used SCM 152 (005f
machine Fpr inform,,
?ion 753.475r
•
Oregon chain saws
chains 3 I inch pitch
For 16 inch bar 799 70
inch oar, $99 Wall.n
Hardware Pares
REPOSSESSED SIGN'
Nothing down' Take
over payments $511 00
monthly 4's1t flashing
arrow sign New bulbs
letters
-aTe Signs Call
1 502 842 3332
StA S 0 N E
F+REWOOD Call I
Boyer 753 0)38
Wood for sili S25 a rick
delivered Call 153 3021

2.5. Business Sirvices

•

athaw
t.riicit- C•aturou
svitont Centres
by Pioneer with mad
lintsprt 733.9017/.
Model L112. Hammond
Organ wills 147.RV.
Leslie Tone Co‘litet.
Call 753 6105 blrhireen
Sam. 34 m

•

43. Real Estate
1A",f(ehn-t-- iimmmilionimmoRFP

near
On* bedroom
00WeltOwn Mcirr,4, '53
4101. 742 665) or
- 434 7444
One bedroom Cr• '53
9201 or 759 4714 .arter
40 m

Strout
Realty

T
bedr0Orw .1up,e•
apt on Quiet Jead
street Central gas nea•
re
Stove
and air
liri9eratOr
d•shyvashe,
and disposal fu''
Washer dryer boot. •,c
$225 After 4 .sc
753 9574 or 753 6513
Two bedroom „i %rag,.
apt
refrigerator afurniSned *Ate,
. stove
PTOv•CleC1. 6 mdes F
5733
753
Two oearooni .entrai
gas neat and efr c On
ditionrng
stove anti
•efrigerator turn shed
carpeted
O pets
1200 mon," p.us
001,, 75)2535
'0.0 bedroom duple.
Westwood
gas Ilea'
Od`ile arid retridtratO•
$275 plus aepos
436
2107 atter Sp m
Two Dedr0Orn • duple•
miles from town
private. Pa 1160 pe•
month Mesas

HOGE'S
TAX SERVICE
Beth Federei 1040A
end Kentucky 7405
may $10.00. 1104
Pepe, Merrily, Ky.
759 14 25

27 Mobile Home Sales
1400, 3 bedroom
2
bath, built new home
must sell
Take Over
payments 437 4171

21 Mile Home Rentals

32x32" shower stall
Call
and wall sink
753 6605 between 1a m
39 rn
Full length black Dia
mond Mink Coal, like
new Sacratice at 53.000
Serious Inquiries only
901 642 1333
Men's 120d V Neck
Sweaters. 514 95 Car
Moans. $15 95
trod
Shirts, $17 95 Phone
753 1716
Two large desks
typewritten •table,
secretary's chair.
Kenmore compact re
friperator, 2 Samsonite
folding chairs, small
boOkCaSe. 733 5,067
Unclaimed layaway
bicycle you pay balance
du* and get new bike
and new warranty 2
70incts mag wheel, 591
1
each, Rep $139
24inch 10 speed, $79,
Reg $114 2 20inch
girls, 179. Rep $99
Cain and Carry Only
Coast 10 Coast Hard
ware Central Shopping
Center 733 8604
Van furniture, 4 cap
tains chairs with
pedestals. swivel and
recliner and sofa Coed
5950 753 7310
brown
with tan Insert

Antiques

To Place Your

SPINET CONSOLE
PIANO FOR SALE
Wanted . Re61:60n$10 10
party to take over
ogiono Can be seen
locally
Write Credit
Manager
P 0 So'
Ills Centralia
IL
St0Q
Seiner Soloist Wood
Clarinet like new Costs
1600
taite T300 or
best offer Will deliver
to Murray $07 001 2620
Two used practice.
panos
needs some
*04k price repot.able
753 5263

A two bedroom newly
furnished
Call Shady
Oaks /53 5209
Nice 7 bedroom trailer
near Murray No pets
4192611
Two bedroom furnished
mobile home OS
Security depoSit $1,50
per month rent/No pets
Cali 753 WI
Two bedroom, couples
$90 per month pluS
water fur
deposit
121
nished
Hwy
75,3 5405 or 436 2876

141 Al, T•1141

Three bedroom Or c k
rank h w5t11 attecneo
garage on 7 5 acres
acres tillable 2 rn les
west of liard.n
1
Imam.,rig available SIP
90C 437
_ 4967
Wanted three bedroom
house Vs E as1er n part oS
Pr,ce range
OUflIi
No
35 no to 45 000
Reeitors, calls excepted
Cali 751 2512
Well l,ared hr 3 bed
room home With.n
walk mg distance Of
s,17001
Money Saving
'Mural gas twat Ct.'
,
•rai i, utility room
trIO : bathrooms
Oni,
Cali Spann
114 500
e A"• ASSOr 753 7714

47 Motorcycles
12111 at Sycamcic
L EPHONE 75J''6"
Appointments
mode
ter yew convenience.
Fell time isles
essocietes
evening
oboe's.
Ames NcCirt
fliefes4 IitgIt
byte lenwsin

Cs/ Sim

13. Rooms for Rent

AI/JR/46m9

Rooms for rent 1 ••• • •
from University
753 11117 or 759 9540

34. Housestor Rent.

id. Homes for Sale

733 7741
's3 "75
151 I3N
1532W

53 SerViCeS Offered
APPL.AAICE
E
Harmon and 'Ma one
k enrnore
• C .E
C onto:Ct. rem od
W est ngnouse
.t•om woo- •
•oe
• .r IPOOt
2.) '
-years Free eL'
a't •
raper
ripen
e
Parts Ana
ser. e Boot r /100Ger 'i)51183
BOO s Aopi,an•e %ter
• e 22 S
Stn
Alamo Snots Cs
'Si 411'2
753 a$66
Comm am nee Sohn
• "Time
tests• trio •ori
•
A . r Si' r •,
A A %
v
.ers
Retreats till 1,11 f
Ir Cc:
retr_jer a to
_Bailey
15.3 OM
C , er fr
heala-nd
•• 'OA
hramls,
'.e'
CI •••V
Stee0! 0..0Ph0.%.1" •
App.an- e 'e'ar A ortt %1One' B -ii s t
• • •,.• ,
.511 (ii
A
a :e ii
'it. ''.1134),
'51
%•
53.11 00
Ae .10
•
TaPP•••• Cal •
251 6458 E a,• L i,••ett
vat)
ix. S•.
Sot s. Home Lmprose su"'
•".
men? I I ,ea•
ht2
C.Per•r01.t• re -icicles
Col
, fle

*Orli
icf,) I
tenet',1
'8 Tt Marla
12S
home
rir.vt•rv, r
for . 753 4501
I' flour° Motor,
:y.
or off road • I ng
1 A%
nil F
ond ,t,on
•4-'10.0
f
'$3 ?9119 after Sp m
Yarn a h a
'
7 50
0.• I • m
ar,..essor•es
I . ' 5"i• r
•%,3
'ran
'SI 634'
S:
-

49 used Cars
4 .)

1S3 1111

'" On
S.'
ii'••• 4 1

•• •

45 Farms for Sale

53. Services Offered

T•f CS

4

C ar o
••'
•,11A r A (1• A
.MP('.? Cal.

Aluminum ond Vinyl
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses It
stops painting
luck Glow
753 1173

DOUBLE D
CLEANING
SERVICE

We do any type
of cleaning.
474 8838

v,
LI Carropo. extra
p
For rem *AA option 10 144
flip ?Si 6)13
Purr base tare new I pr L. m it, , 4
e
bedroom norne m North an • • at e
1 N. r
04 12, It 5, ytt
•S
' • ,••
10.1u
o e • ,. I •
SCn00/ CiSTre.LL. Cii'l
ti bee. r 5911C g000 stt•
re*
I
,
%L
753 5321
S 7`• ddion 151,1611
'
,• Vr
Three bedroom house Oer A re
19•s I eh r • C. wire'
r)u
• .'"••••:
near 5,9 Lake -washer
is•e. • IV" .1
000
and dryer inciydeci
f
• '0.1
0119'
M Homesfor Sale
deposit required
753
T ',PIST ANT)
A
11 0 5.•
1964 after_517 m
tionsE BAK
i.orne Sef
f
I he !f
'S ,e.t0% r •
Two bedroom house on ar ge orner o• i -„As 436 2141
A•
,
Is,t,
l hen ne*
near University
ideal heat
14'1
rernOdeled
range Ant: Ire'."
Only
for Students
'41 ,)
ROOF
5133 00 monthly plus refrigerator included
must 1e- $I 4
S• •
Transferrable
10A n
PROBLEMS?
utilities. Call Spann
's
otfe•
KOPPE RUD REA, T v r•A m
Realty Assoc 753 7124 _
z
T woo bedroom house 753 1212
,
I '4 .0 A' A- St A ". •
Need a second opi
e pe ect pow•
near New Concord
cr
2 For sale 1 yr oil I
or
fo• Wedding P.r
noon'
) Build up
Call bedr0Orn hOrnr -7 inJes
mites off '114
SI l'• C.fr 4'1
nowt! 214',
irom Murray
436 2149
Local
Residential.
tures
,
ronsider VA Or FN.%
IT
g
•Tio
Cotter Studio
references. Coll Hugh
loan TO gkirs1A•ed._.Tr4J4er.. ,nrerTor--et
(AIMS SIUDIO
Outland, 759,1711 or
/$3113.14
en
'I'
(r•
"
J
ttention horse owners
03
MAIN
leo
1245
753 6076.
For
'.'.
,.i,,
ifierner.:
Sale4,
by
same bud
10.4
pasture and stall space
bedroom- I batrt rtow g•
0.)o ••••
5' . s
a,or. o 1.,1b•'
available $30 a month
garage 7 r Olil fmi• 'SI 4'0% '',v
;• •
'
Cell after 6p m
in Canterbury
•••
14.'4 .1.4.1 goo.?
153 3010.
consider trade for
On A . yl:nder
Labrador Retriever Smaller home 753 83:4
•
_
()eV' 011er
25
1e., ••
puppy AKC registered
' tri
*Orli% Vi••
olOr T ".
black male 3 months Newly decorate,
level beauty on two lots In" fly 1160 or best otter
old
Must sell
%SO
.n kingSwoOd
Central 7%) Ws '.re At 811 . N
759 1718
as heat 4 bedroOmS 7 19th
Three Faring Crates bath large den kt hen
f4
iv 75 Mustang Etat
with automatic wOterer wins all 4/0161/anA es in
,t n .1
e
•
•
t fibs( k
$1150 or ties' • ••
and feeders 5.150 419
Price red), Cd
C tudeg
I
••1 • '
Book value Si 10o
2649
_ 10 557.500 • KOPPE StuD otter
needs rebu Its engine'
REaa..T9 753 1222 ,
...•„
7$3 1924 at'er 61,
I.Pets-Supplies
Owner eager to stil and weekdays
AKC Registered therefore soill.ng to do
Keeshond puppy
6 some firers, mu on the 1976 Plyihnolr F ur •
( '51 48)7
morifhl old right age two acres of land with Or Sedan'
for training price very pond. double wide 1977 Bu.. S
••./ 77's
all pow.
, Ca'.
reasonable
753 7959 mobile home vy.th %oho air
753
4974
after Sp m
foundation gabled roof
Iwo baths three be
41. Public Sale
entrai neat
drown%
and air pros wow srove
•oncrete floored
workshop and garage
• tr• "rat and eie,.
Hie new, 1 9 7 7 Fleet
plus two more
'
o•el Broughn
▪
,.:.ngs All of this
electronic
"dings,
.
T
I
and more for only
.f P.
fur P.,
I
I injection system
534.500 Roberts Realty
fess i ,1.1
`rep
ii•i•
CO 753 1651
Fri.-Sat. Jan. 21ot
'styes. For sole b
101
reduced
Price
Owner
wow, bemitifel car
end 22nd. Corner says SELL" One be
$6,900.
of Ellis Dr. and ,IrOOM house .rt town
with large sk •nerved in
New
Sycamore.
porch Includes most of
me furnishings $14 000
items added.

FOR SALE

HEATED
GARAGE
SALE

CHIN CHIN
CHIMNEY SWEEP
162 4192
43s.434

•

759-4611

koPPi Pun

REALTY 75,313-7!
/.9/1 Pont.'
e. 1a0re
tFicis..,y Station Wag •
PACE
fo 00
FOR YOU
Hobby miles in gck.F.1 onditior
29. Heating-Coaling
43. Real Estate
room
or offik r. Plus Call
_ /S3 0311/
_ ester Sp m
ItPi
Kerosene heaters, all
bed
19// VW Rabbi/ cite'
have ceramic wicks
rFOIWidar°°71
Om Or /enCal fl lent condition 4 new
Pardee' S Thermo.
automatic tip over, cut
large living radial tires
It•1( hen
AM FM
evasions'
battery
off sw,t(ts
room provides - pr,va, y Quad speaker
Real istste
ignation UL approved
Ion iatlifily *it ri 759 1705
99 99 9300
teenagers or live in
6800 BTU
Swathed" Coed 541
1918 Dark Blue 0.0
119 99 and up
BTU
niaws
Just now on
Illerrey, Kattecky
%mobile Cutlass good
1J999
the
BTU.
20000
12000
market and prq cc) (ono.tion -751-6570
after
751.4451
BTU. 179 99 Wallin
V only in the 40's Call Us
50 M
Hardware. Paris .
OetOre sign goes up at
Century 71 1971 MITI). Ur 'y Cougar
753 1491
Wood Stove. 6250 good
L oretta Jobs Realtors *R1 lot al tar excel
condition, used 1 yr.
pBayl.tohewaytnec ovetreed
e, lent tondit.on *Oh snow
Two wheel Bradley
tires
753 1121 altar
makes you
'I
TraCtOr. good condition
snug and comfortable Ip m
.
1250 Cali I 312 2711
753.1222
with
with 1979 Sabru S speed air.
Pt1912
good tondtiOn
your family
X. Business Rentals
Save $$ with. natural gas Phoeni. automatic
heat in this 3 bedroom transM,S1iOn ps pb.
Older home near
brick horn,. Lots of AM FM stereo. tilt
downtown.. Four
rod'', for your tensity wheel halt vino top, L4
ionises*
with a dining room and engine like new 753
bedrooms. living
Stomp S.
garage
_
Range and 1)04
room, dining room.
refrigerator
are PAu- s4 Sell. 1950 Sven/
llood
kitchen, and full
wheel drive. 30
negotiable
Priced to Fiat
733-475$
basement with
sell at 179,000 For more MPG 53100 Call 437
information call Spann 4692
Price
workshop
Realty ASI4X 75,31734
Reduced to $20,500
Trucks
Used
Three bedr00m. 2 lull
K 0 P P 12 H U D
Efficiency apt for boy
bath on approximately 2 1965 Ford
tilt. 455
REALTY 753-1222
1603 College Farm Rd
acres wtM pond S years enoine Call 7533419
4,24575
ord 7334723
196/ Ford Pickup, fa
Furnished or unfinished
colletst condition, best
90t1 • 1 or 2 bedroom
Offer Call 759 403 Of
Zimmerman Apt
7335430
1011.753 6600
1973 Datsun Pickup.
•
hv
apt
19114I0Ofn
One
$900 733 1447
Wig 100991, It'IC NM with
1976 Ford van. clean.
stove one refrigerator
ifs.,
new paint, good
sre looking fee yogi
both. smell storage
mechanically condition,
room. private eat/ince.
Ws am so KCV Coordbietor's amnia epos.
$1,495 Will trade 1103
no pets Adults only
he ell be resemble for comlietiog petiole
College Farm Rd
Call 7334476
art meascinga stiff .4 14 RN's mod LPN's, mid
1977 Chevy 'Crieitentsit
One bedroom furnished.
be s raembor of no Nero* Nomecomoot Tom.
Blazer. 49.000 miles.
utilities not included
14.300 Call 753 VIM
alibeem ibeallikortim:
8143 Po month. Call
1971 Ford custom 230. 1..
753 IWO
2 e'en sonic ozporleion leICCU
ton, now trim, best
Two bedroom
11111prelsond
offer 474 2195
Newman* aots tiro*, •
NovellIllnegament licorlimma preferred
tOtt .01117-0' Pfelf*P•
'ter
mute._._reteiser.
automatic. p s . AM
pli
dr
ar
4110w/shier. disposal.
.obitorosid, centeei
FM, bucket seats. 40.000
woatifir and dryer,
Miles. 53.750. 437 NC
oluiP: Minat ak and
iiNina,
t=
hoot Also two bedroom
19110 C15 Renegade
Mobisaborc Camomile Ilsopitel
garden apt., Hamlet
Jeep. rust color with
North Mts. on Stadium
Cremes,Imolocire 42345
stripes. hard NIL excel
view Drive. 713-7S10 or
lent condition. 433 4413
(592) 331-4211, ht. 193
793-7699.

32. Apts. For Rent

SO.

ARE YOU INTERESTED •
IN BEING A PART
OF NURSING MANAGEMENT?

OPEN HOUSE

This Sorge home with over 4,000 square
feet living area, 30130 family room. Con
he soon Sunday January 23, 1983 from 2
p.m. to 4 p.m. North on Nottingham
Drive in Sherwood Forest. Phone 7534303 evenings.

IIIMMIINIMIRIN=1111111
ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday. January 22 at 10 A.M. Haul or
Shine (Inside If bad weather), at the late
Mrs. Mary Ellen hdeCulston home on
Hwy. 121 approx. 2 ml, south of Murray.
KY.
Will sell
Livingrocoli suit di chairs
modern 1wilroinit suit. 23" Zenith Color

TV. liW TV. breakfast set, dresser. Tappan range. refrigerator, set of dinnerware. vacuum cleaner. Maytag washer &
dryer t avaeocio 1, lamps, pressure cooker
& canner, wheelbarrow, 3'; hp push mower.
step & ext. ladders, linens, lots of %Mall appliances. nice cookware,fruit jars& walker
linens, lots of small appliances, nice
ookware. fruit Jars/it walker
Antiques: High back rocker, corner
hatnot. walnut lamp table. 2 kerosene
amps. crock jars. jugs. & churns, several
ood depression & pressed glass pieces,
ough bowl & rolling pin, brass front
rates. blue & white pottery pitchers, set
r. Pepper glasses, milk glass tumblers.
ar of old wheat pennies, walnut bed. coton canis. 2 nice old trunks, Sears treadle
wing machine, several quilts &lops. pie
fe. oak washstand dr temptable w/ball&
law Jt., goofus glass vase. kitchen
abinet w/roll front. - old toys, small
wcass, adv. containers. iron tea &'din:. kettles, 02 dinner bell. washlioard. 2
radios,& misc.small Items.
Lunch available, not responsible for Rents:- kir Information & your auction
call

lob Maegosemw
.(Foesty) Mile,

P

le Mt Mt- 1414 A . ky.,LEEMAN ilk TIMI.%. Titaesday. Januar.2•

Studies link medicine of hemophilia to fatal,breakdown

OBITUARIES
McKinney's
rites Friday
The funeral for R.D.
Dude I McKinney will be
Friday at 2.30 p.m. in the
chapel of Max Churchill
Funeral Home, The Rev.
Layne Shanklin and the
Rev. Dean Woodard will
officiate
-Music will be by Miss
Donna Morrison. granddaughter. who will sing
and play the organ
Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers
Burial will follow in the
Temple Hill Cemetery
- Friends may call at the
funeral home after 5 p m
today Thursday
Mr McKinney. 74. fit
1, Dexter, died Wednesday morning in a fire at
the home of a son. James
McKinney. R t 5 His
wife, Estelle died Feb
10,1981
He is sun t% ell by five
daughters, Mrs Thurman Davis. Knoxville.
Tenn , Mrs Iloy Morrison, Masa, Ill , Mrs
T W Paschall, Whitlock,
Tenn
Mrs. Frank
Wallace and Mrs. Cecil
Farmer, Warren, Mich.;
five sons, I. C and Robert
McKinney, lit I. Dexter.
Gene McKin'ney,
Paducah, Larry MvKin
110 Itt I. Farmington.
and James McKinney,
lit 5
Also surviving Sre one
brother, Ira McKinney'.
Murray, 26 grandchlildren. 12 greatgrandchildren

Riley rites
conducted
ServiiTco for William
lhal l4illv Riley were
Tuesday at 3 30 p in in
Ow chapel of McEvoy
Funeral Home. Parui.
Tenn Dr Bill Foster
Riley . Jr , of Concord
United Methodist Church
off wiated
Pallbearers were Kenneth_ Holifield, Drea
Kellett, Michael Riles
John Dial Riley. William
Brian Riley and James
Riley Ill.
Burial was in the
Memorial Cemetery at
Paris.
Mr Riley, 61, 938
Memphis,
Blythe St
Tenn.. died unexpectedly
of a heart attack at 2 am
Sunday at his residence
He is survived by his
wife. Mrs. Edna Mae
McGuire . Riley, three
daughters, Miss Cynthia
Ann Riley, Mrs. Kenneth
HolMeld ,and Mrs. Andrew Kellett, three sons,
John Dial Riley. Michael
Ray Riley and William
Brian Riley, and --six
grandchildren, all of
Memphis
Two sisters survive
who are Mrs Max Carman of Murray and Mrs.
Wilna Ann Hackett of St
Paul, Minn. Two surviving brothers are -lames
R Riley of Martin, Ten ,
and Rob Roy Riley of
Huntsville. Ala

Mrs. Panzer°
dies;funeral
to be Friday
Mrs. Sarah Panzera.
401 Kentucky Ave.. died
Wednesday at 2:1S p.m.
at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital'.
The Murray woman
served as secretary for
the late E.H. Smith and
the late M.O. Wrather of
the Extension Department of Murray State
Teachers College from
1937 to 1942. During World
War H she was with the
Trigg County Farmers
Bank, Cadiz. from 1942 to
1946.
In 1946 she returned to
Murray State to serve as
secretary for Dean W G
Nash until 1970.
Born in Trigg County,
she was the daughter of
the late Fulton Henderson and Forrest Major
Henderson. She was a
member of the Cadiz
Baptist Church
Mrs. Panzera is survived by her husband. Dr.
Pete Panzer:a. to whom
she was married on Dec
28.1950
The funeral will be Friday at 1 30 p in in the
chapel of J H Churchill
Funeral Home The Rev_
Norman Ellis will officiate Burial will „follow
in East End Cemetery at
Cadiz
The Rosary will be said
tonight Thursday i at 7
p.m at the funeral home
where friends may call
after 5 p rn today

BOSTON (AP) -Tiro
new studies'link the principal medicine for the
bleeding disease
hemophilia with a
mysterious and fatal
breakdown of the body's
immune system, and one
expert says it may be
necessary to stop using
U e treatment.
The research shows
some people who take the

medicine, derhyd from
human blood, have an imbalance in their body's
defense against diabase.
The change is similar to
that seen in victims of acquired immune deficiency syndrome, or AIDS, a
mysterious, deldly
disorder first identifed
among homosexual men
'We have to be very
much on top of this.

Young poets needed

The Kentucky Chapter
of the National Society of
Arts and Letters is looking for young poets _between the ages of 18 and 25
years
They must be United
States citizens, and must
submit an entirely
original collection of 12
poems of which he or she
is the sole author and
which has not been
previously published.
Three categories are
required. The sonnet.
free verse, and other
traditional forms that
may include such forms
as the ballad, ode, elegy,
rotmdeau, villanelle. etc
No haiku or limericks will
be ilowed. —
The competition is open
to Kentucky residents
within this age bracket
The winner of the Kentucky competition will be
sent, expense paid by the
Kentucky chapter. to
compete in the national
competition to be -held
May 17-21 in Clearwater.
Fla., at the NSAL 1983
Conference. The winner.
of the *Ilona'•Competition will receive the first
place cash award of
14000v
- First place state winners must attend the conference
F' o r specifisa
Mrs Mary Denham,97, m,anuscript reWilliamsburg, died
Wednesday at a nursing
home there
She was the widow of
Arthur W Denham,
brother of Mrs. Braille
White of Hazel
LEXINGTON. Ks
Mrs Denham was a
Al'
Dr George
retired school teacher Nichols: :the state
and a member of a Bap- medical examiner. and
tist Church
Dr David Wolf, a forenFuneral and burial ser- sic pathologist. believe
vices will be Friday in Lexington horseman
Williamsburg
Jean Michel Gambet was
murdered
But local police and
Fayette County Coroner
Chester Hager say
Prices furnished by First Gambet may have comof Michigan, Woodman mitted suicide
Bldg
The difference of opinion has delayed an of.ndr.
ficial ruling since
Car I
•. 4,4 •
Gambet's body was found
WI* ••
in his burning car Dec 13.
LAI-Vag,
-- Police Lt Drexel Neal
k Vv. •
Impor
sayi he needs additional
Psis
test results before giving
the case to Hager for an
tw. %A.M.
official ruling
60111M
Hager and his deputy,
GINIVt•.
(;ary Ginn, declined comIs a
ment.
Pew.,
A handgun was found at
.4..ro•
IL Wail
the
scene, but Nichols
KW. ea. .• •
and Wolf said the gun that
Puma at
Wolff 0•,..
killed Gambet was of a
Tittle*
smaller caliber.
t
her
Malawi
"Someone must have
ergot, I
picked up the gun used in
.4110,1111
the shooting and taken it
Li Ywr,4
and that person was the
one who fired the gun."
Wolf said. "In all probability it's a homicide."
holiday without Andrew
Wolf added that
in the Swiss ski resort of Gambet was shot through
St. Moritz. The papers the right eye and the
published photographs of bullet exited over his left
her steering it.
ear.
Many people kill
On one side is inscribed themselves with a shot to
"HRH The Prince An- the head or chest, "but
drew." HRH stands for I've yet to find one comHis Royal Highness. On mitting suicide by.
the other side are details shooting himself in the
sub- eye." Wolf said.
of his rank
lieutenant), religion
"I find it difficult to
(Church of England) and believe that someone
blood group.
would look right down the
(gun)barrel and do It."

quirements, send a self
addressed stamped long
efivelope to: Mrs P. G
Woolfolk, Kentucky
NSA!. Career Awards
Chairman, 6468 Jacks
Creek Road, Lexington,
Ky 40515. The deadline
for manuscripts for the
state competition is Feb.
15.1983.

Man's death
investigated

has let patients Arad
themselves effectively at
home. She said it's
becoming' cle•r
hemophiliacs risk getting
AIDS. and "preventing
the complications of the
present treatment may
have to take precedence
over preventing the complications -of hemophilia
Itself"
Menitove said there is
concern it is premature
to withdraw the product
until we can, actually
show a cause and effect
relationship."
AIDS has been diagnosed in about 900 people in
the United States, and 40
percent of victims have
died in a tear. About.
three-quarters of the victims are homosexual or
bisexual men, while most
of the others are intravenous drug users,
Haitians or hemophiliacs
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Mrs. Denham
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Got the superb performance of
ColorTfali TV plus the convenience
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tgoniergy of the Great
Lakes Hemophilia Foundation. another researcher. said that if commercially prepared Farter VIII was banned.
"there would be Patients
who would go untreated."
The new studies were
published in Jan. 12 time
of New England Journal
at Medicine. One was
done by Case Western
Reserve University
School of Medicine and
University Hospitals of
Cleveland and the other
by the Blood Bank of
Southeastern Wisconsin.
the Great Lakes
Hemophilia Foundation
and the Medical College
of Wisconsin.
The research was
reviewed by Dr. Jane F
Deidorges of Tufts-New
England Medical Center
In Boston, who noted the
commercial Factor VIII

Now you can binftiG
many BEST-SE
RCA Color TVs for
even LESS...

Prince gives tags to Koo Stark
LONDON
AP
Prince Andrew has given
his actress girlfriend Koo
Stark one of the navy dog
tags he wore during the
Falkland Islands war and
she's wearing it on a gold
chain around her neck,
two British newspapers
reported
The Daily Mail and.the
Daily Mirror said the 26year-old Miss Stark
displayed the red identity
disc this month while on

because this is the big- genetically from mothers
gest problem facing to MOM.
hemophiliacs today,". • In the pail 10 years,
said one researcher, Dr. hemophiliacs have been
Jay E. Menitove of the able to take doses of the
Blood- Center of protein, Factor VIII, as
needed. Most use a
Southeastern Wisconsin.
freeze-dried, commercial
Eight cases of AIDS — product concentrated
which leaves the sufferer from blood of thousands
open to a host of mice- of donors.
boneand Some cancers —
The two new studies
have been confirmed found abnormalities in
among hemophiliacs, and the immune systems of
five of them have died. people who take this proThe national Centers for duct.
Disease Control in AtlanHowever, the disease
ta says several possible defenses were normal
cases are being in- among people who take
vestigated.
another, far less common
HernophiThics ido not form of Factor VIII.
this
produce enough of a pro- Each dose
tein that makes blood medicine is derived by
clot, so even a bruise can blood banks from just one
touch off uncontrolled donor,and it must be kept
bleeding About 15,000 frozen. Not enough is
people in the United available to treat all
States have the disorder, hemophiliac's.
which is passed on
Dr. Robert R. Mon-
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Who should pay for whatin today's traditional wedding?
•
Even in today's chang- • ding expenses should be
- tradition is
borne by the bride's famistill an honored part of
ly. But financial 'obligaour heritage, and that - tions can and do yield to
tradition says that - the
everyday realities, and
major portion of the wedthe final arbiter of who

pays for what in a wedding frequently depends
on who is most willing
and able to pay.
Following is a list of the
traditional expenses in-

volved in- a , typical
American wedding and
who - tradionally -pays them.
THE BRIDE
I. Wedding ring for the

Bridal Elegance
*Distinctive
• Affordable
•Professional
Thee Are A Few Of The Many Reasons
To Choose Wells. No Matter What
Size of Your Wedding We Have A
Plan Designed To Fit Your Needs.

groom iii it's a double
ring ceremony).
2. A wedding gift for the
groom.
3. Presents for the
bridal attendants.
4. Personal stationery.
S. Accommodations for
her out-of-town attendants.
6. Physical examination and blood test.
GROOM
1. The bride's ring.
2. Wedding gift for the
bride.
3. The marriage
license.
4. Gifts for the best man
and ushers.
S. Flowers: bride's bouquet and going-away corsage; corsages for
mothers; boutonnieres
for men in wedding party.
li. Accommodations for
out-of-town ushers or best
man.
7. Blood test.
8. Gloves, ties, or
ascots for the men in the
wedding party.
9
Fee for the
clergyperson.
10. The honeymoon.
11. Optional: bachelor
dinner.
THE BRIDES
FAMILY
1 Reception: rental of

haU if reception is not
held at home; caterer;
food tincluding wedding
cake); beverages;
gratuities for bartenders,
waiters; decorations;
music; and flowers.
2. A wedding gift for the
newlyweds.
3. The bride's wedding
trousseau.
4. The wedding invitations, announcementlt,
and mailing costs.
5. The fee for engagement apd wedding
photographs.
6. Ceremony: rental of
sanctuary; fees for
organist, soloist or choir,
and sexton often included in Charge for
premises, but if premises
are free,inquire about set
fees usually charged); aisle carpts and/or canopy;
and any other additional
coats for decorations.
7. Bridesmaid's bouquets.
8. Gratuities to
policemen directing traffic anx parking.
9. Transportation for
bridal party from the
bride's honie to the wedding ceremony and from
the ceremony to the
reception.
(Cautioned on Page 10)
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Severalfactors determine styles of attire
Size of the wedding,
time of day, location -all of these serve to determine the style of the wedding and the kind of attire
to be worn by the participants. The following
"dress code" is the traditional, but as in most
things, it is subject to
change or modification.
It is best to consult local

formal-wear specialists
for information about the
very latest in styles!.
FORMAL DAYTIME
The Bride: White,
ivory, or delicate pastel
tinted floor-length wedding dress with a
cathedral or a chapel
(sweep) train. Lang veil
covering the train or
making the train. Bou-

quet or prayer book;
shoes to match gown,
long gloves with shortsleeved wedding dress,
otherwise gloves are optional: simple jewelry.
The Men: Cutaway
coats (either oxford gray
or black) with striped
trousers, gray
waistcoats, wing-collared
white shirts, and striped

ascots.

The Bridesmaids Floor-length dress, sunpie caps or hats with or

without short veils;
gloves to complement
length of sleeves; shoes
to match or blend with
dresses; any style bouquets; honor attendant's

dress may match or contrast in color with other

attendants dresses
The Mothers: Simple
floor-length or threequarter length dresses,
small hats i optional,.
shoes, gloves, and corsages to harmonize The
mothers' ensembles
should complement each
other in regard to style.
color and length
FORMAL EVENING

AFTER SIX O'ClAX.71(
The •Bride: Wedding
dress is the 'Smile as for
the daytime, sleeves
should be long Fabrics
may be more elaborate
The Men: Tails, matching trousers,
waistcoats, wing-collared
shirts, bow ties UltralorInal black tails, white
(CaxitInued on Page 9)

Something Old
Something Ne •••
Forever Elegant
)our ;welding the.'beautiful. romantic. all for low. Th/ShoHcase can help
you with all theydetails to make it a
special day. Ozfr bridal senices coordinate the tom! wedding picture. -if The
can put together the Heti.tihoHcase/He•
.,
ding ofr _tour dreams will, feminine
gown'. sells. maid's dresses, mother-ofthe- ride gowns and personalized ser;kr.
Our gift registry will help _vim select
'our preferences. Vie are here to help
you. so Come in T(day.

41.

Murray's Only
Complete Bridal
Center

r
'VW

The

Siun)case

121 Bypass, Murray

- 753-4541
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Maid, matron ofhonor,best matrimpodont
Apart from the bride
and groom, no two people
play a more important
part in the wedding than
the maid or matron . of
honor and the best man.
They are, in essence, the
chiefs of staff of the bride
and groom throughout
the occasion.
Some brides will choose
to have both a maid and a
matron of honor if the
wedding is a large one. A.
• married sister is the

certificate. She usually
helps the bride dress for
the wedding, and sees to
it that the bridesmaids
are dressed and ready on
time She is the bride's
lady-in-waiting in all
details.
She reminds the brideto-be to transfer her
engagement ring to her
right hand, since the wedding ring must be placed
first on her ring finger
during the ceremony. In a

logical matron, and an
'unmarried sister or best
friend could serve as
maid.
This honar attendant is
indispensable to the bride
throughout the wedding.
At the altar, she adjusts
the veil and tram, holds
the bouquet during the
ceremony and lifts back
the face veil at the close.
of the ceremony. She is
one of the two witnesses
who sign the marriage

HERE COMES
THE GROOM...
1. Personal Professional Service
2. Newest Selection of styles and colors
3. Prices you con afford
We wont to make your wedding
o special time
*We have formal wear for all occasions

aliet*King's Ben\
Bel Air Center 753-0550 Mon.-Sat. 9:30-5:30

double ring ceremony,
the maid or matron of
honor carries the groom's
ring to the altar.
When it is time for the
newlyweds to leave the
reception to dress for going away, the maid of
honor helps the bride
change,sees that the luggage is delivered to the
best man, and checks on
any last-minute details.
She can be of special
assistance to the bride's
mother who, as hostess,
cannot leave her guests to
attend to other duties.
The groom usually
chooses as his chief of
staff his brother, a cousin
or an intimate friend. In
some cases, the best man
may be the groom's
father or favorite uncle.
Except. for his .
MAY vary wetly.
and his boutonniere, the
best man dresses exactly
like the groom.
The best man attends
the rehearsal, sees that a
head usher is appointed
to direct the others, and
briefs ushers on special
seating arrangements for
wedding guests. One the
day„ of the wedding, he
Lakes charge of the wedding ring for the bride
and often carries a
"spare" to the altar in
ease et a slip-up. itaring
bearer is used, the best

0

•

man helps him with his
duties at the altar.
The best man helps the
groom pack and dress for
the wedding, then accompanies him to the
church a half hour before
the ceremony is to take
piece, remaining in the
vestry until the wedding
march begins. He checks
on the marriage license
and sees that the groom
has it with him before be
leaves for the church. He
secures the clergyman's
fee from the groom and
gives it to the minister.
After the ceremony, he
directs members of the
wedding party to the proper cars, then hustles
himself off to the reception where he makes last-

minute checks on the
honeymoon car, luggage,
reservations, and
transportation tickets.
He dances with the
bride, her mother, and
each bridesmaid during
the reception, is the first
to toast the bride and
groom at the reception,
and should respond to a
toast to the bridesmaids.
He sees that the guest
book is signed, has the
groom's car ready at the
right moment, simunons
the groom's parents to
say good-bye to the bridal
couple, and after
assisting the couple in
making a safe getaway,
can finally relax and enjoy himself.

Brides learn-how to-sove
Today you see more and
mute= shopping in the
supe
ts with a wad of
redoemsbie coupons.
Shopping with coupons
has gone beyond saving a
few cents. Rising supermarket prices have made it
necessity. but have you ever
wondered how profitable it
can be'
You may be a casual coupon clipper but, for many
people, refunding has become a profitable home business which they run from the
kitchen tabie.
Top refunders can save up
to 90 penxnt of the grocery
bill each month. If thew go.cery bill is MOO each month
and they receivt;450ia

refunds, they are receiving
$450 clear.
Being a supershopper
means knowing how to get
the coupons we're all so
familiar with mailed to your
door. It alio means knowing
how to get information on
loads of manufacturers' refund oilers winch we're not
so bathe with.
Foodmaster Publications
has pubbshed a report which
reveals, in step-by-step
form, all the methods used
by these supershoppers.
Foodmaster also provides a
free telephone and mail
consultation service to help
anyone who wants to get
st Ailed

lp
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Flowers Designed For You And
Your Special Day

Irides-To-lo join in the
fun!! Pier I lows' &idol
Repistry for Decorative Accessories offers you o change
to odd those fere decorative
touches to yow new horn..

•Free Consultation
..17011,fr
%el
43(114
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•Free Delivery

-.401

le the Pier 1 staff
Come
help yvu with year selections
present you with e free oft.
lorpest selection of tropical furniture occesseries n this arm.

.Fresh and Silk Flowers
•Brass Equipment
„RentalAvai

Owner: Sharilyn Wiseharf
7495146091/2 S. 4th
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Questions arise when selecting wedding gift
In general, a wedding
invitation — to a reception or to a small wedding
in a club, hotel or private
home — calls for a gift. A
wedding announcement
or invitation to a church
ceremony alone carries
no such obligation.
But it is in the selection
of the eft that questions
and problems can arise.
Like most other aspects
of weddings, existing
"rules" can be most
helpful.
All close members of

the bride's and groom's
families will want to send
gifts, whether they attend
the wedding or not. The
bride's parents often will
start the couple's flat
silver service with as
many place settings as
they can afford. The
groom's parents may
give china or crystal or
furnishings for the home.
If the bride and groom
have registered at the
bridal gift registry in a
local store, selecting appropriate gifts will be

easy. The registry allows
the about-to-be-married
couple to list their gift
preferences. In addition
to assuring guests that
what they have chosen is
something *anted and
needed, it helps prevent
duplication and the need
for gift returns. The •gift
purchaser 19,1,-riar visits
or phones the store, asks
the consultant to check
the form registered by
the couple and selects a
gift according to suggestions on the list.

Remarriage — o whole new proposal
Nearly 30 percent of all
marriages today are remarriages. But the number of
remarriages isn't all that's
growing,says Bride's
ina
zinc. So is the spirit ofcerbration.
Traditionally. couples embarking on second and third
marriages faced strong pressure to keep the wedding a
smell quirt affair bewing little resemblance to a first
wedding. Etiquette books
addressed the subject with
an abundance of negatives:
"The remarryisig.bride does
not weauwhie;
second
engagement is never announced in the newspaAll that's changed. says
Drile's. The emphasis now is
a lot less on rules,a lot more
on the inionance ofsharing
ajoyful new beginning sur-

rounded by family and
friends.
Some of pride' suggestions fora remarrying
couple:
• As the bride. be just a
little bit selfish at this time.
Wear an engagement ring.
Indulge in a beauty day at
the salon — complete -w it h
lavish haircare. facial, and
manicure. You deserve gall!
• Feel free to marry in
the outfit ol your choice. The
traditionally simple. creamcolored suit is still lovely —
but so is a romantically long
and lacy gown,in white or
your favorite color.
The only accessory best
omitted. stalest* Brak'l, is
the veil — long a s mbol of
youth. A more
choice might be &dramatic
picture hat, cloche, or

wreath of fresh or silk
flowers.
• If either of you hiss%;hil
dren, try to include them in
as many plans as you ..an
As Barbara fohcr, 1-.ditor
in-ChiefofBruit says. •' If
children will be part of your
marriage, why not make
them pan of your wedding'"'
They'll feel espe%:ially
important playing a role in
your ceremony — depending
on their age.. they can be
ring bearers or flower girls.
bridesmaids, usher., or
honor atteridants.
• Make your reception as
extravagant a party as you
wish, complete with all the
a
wedding traditions
receiving line. the "first
dance," the ceremonial c uttins of the cake. and acham.
p•sne loom

It is also proper tithe
to
opportunity exists
ask the bride or groom
what they would like as a
present. If they are using
a gift registry service,
they will probably indicate this and suggest
checking with the.store
However, they may make
some suggestions as. "I
really prefer pewter to
silver," or "We love
gardening so anything
along those Irnes would be
great." ('hecks are
perfectly acceptable as
wedding gifts, although
they are usually given by
close relatives.
Where a gift registry
service is not being used
or the guest lives out of
town, appropriate gifts
would be decorative or
utilitarian objects for the
home This could'include
lamps, pictures. kitchen
utensils or appliances, or
bar accessories
There are occasions
where an intimate friend
of the groom may send
one present to the bride
for manners' sake and
another to the groom for
sentunental reasons. It is
also perfectly acceptable
in the same situation to
perhaps
select a gift

more suitable for him but
something they will both
use and send it to her
Gifts are usually sent to
the bride's home before
the day of the wedding,
addressed to her maiden
name When they are sent
after the.. wedding, they
go to Mr and Mrs
Newlywed at their new

address. or in rare of the
Pet pit'
britiv•s family
sometimes do. but should
not. carry wedding gifts
to the receptit
Whatever the rir
eum.stances, a basic rule
regarding wedding gifts
tUb
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Think of us...
Flowers For
YoutWedding
"That special
touch that means
so much."
e4ars4ha4 JI444
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•Three sizes of heels
.White or dyed to match any color

the shoe tree
IMUT146.01 MA1000
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Our Tree Is Blooming
for Brides

attendants.

or

WIC'S

simer

•Peau de Sole pumps or sandals
for the bride and all her

eXIM'cleil

to give .1 gift

We have a house full of
beautiful gifts. Our bridal
registry has a large selection of kitchen and
decorating accessories.
THE HAPPINESS PLACE
1104 Steiy Ave.
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Financial aid for bride's family.
II
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%hid%
1 he actual &sating up 01
the tost• an be _do axe
seseral w ass An easy.
i WI method is to settle
on %prt iti. e %prose% m
ad•ante . rather than to just
split the ..ist of the whole
wedding down thr niitldk

I or onstani.c. the
groom s faintly- might agree
to .0%er,the flowers. the
IIIII•It and the liquor I hey
stuiuld then dos.il.t% the gmn
dal budget for thew items
.% ith the couple and have
the hills sent directly to
them I his eliminates the
need 4or money .fianging
hands or for further talking
.ii•t• between famal
it's
'Sri alternate idea would
he hit one family to poky for
the scremainy tflower•.
..hint h rental. limousines),
the tither to pi. k up the
re.eption tab I'ach family
then has •ompicic itinstlic
ion 0%c' their part of the
.elebration
• 1 here are many possible
arrangement% and the
41{11-m1-n4- 4-1t44tti-d- h -d+s-.ussed openly and early in
the engagement so an
agrcewhIr plan can he
worked out It • • also
important lit rernemhe I
that its still the prerogati,r

ol the bride's family to
decline an offer of help if
they w ish..lf this happens.
the groom'•family can celebrate the marriage in
another way. Nisch as host
eng the rehearsal dinner (if
thraissing an engagement
party
Incidentally. the idea of
sharing wedding expense:
is not really a new one. In
many countries the practice
has been followed for cent une• For instance. Spanish fathers 01 the bride and
g
M traditionally issue
the invitations and host the
wedding together.

WEDDINGS
FOR ALL AGES
11 you believe that you
are too old to be married.
think *gain. The oldest
bridegroom in history
far as is known, was Ralph
Cambridge. who was 10.5
when he married his 70
year -old wife in South.
Africa in 1971. according to
The'hul Mammoth BIM! of
Trorta I A & W Visual Itbrary hy Bruce D. Wit her spoon

HAPPILY
EVER AFTER
"Successful marriages
begin with proposals made
in natural settings. "in the
middle of the day under ordinary conditions. the proposal it self should be made
in sincere and earnest language...often the more sunpie the proposal the more
forcibly it expresses the
suitor's feelings' From
the limp& ofEtiquette . Lady
Troubridge• 1913.

Misr °odds% be prettier Is tbii sews el
Ilestbees treaties.

"Let Us Help
Make Your
Wedding
Everything
You Dreamed
It Would Be"
t

'Cascades
*Boutonnieres
'NelosisYs
*Fans

•Table Arramiessesus
•Caltatifters
*Mows
*Flower Baskets

Make Aid Arruse Your Owu Flowers
Akeet

—
Wild Raspberry
The

Dixieland Center
153-01159
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Eye care for the bride
•
When it's tome to say "I
do." the last thing a bride
needs to worry about is
cumbersome eyeglasses to
interfere, with that first nuptial kiss Nov: that comfort
able. easy-care soft coritact
lenses are available. there's
no eks:USe for any bride to
wear glasses on her wedding
,
day.
Cosmetically: a bride
looks better and feels more
beautiful without awkward
glasses sitting on her nose
With contact lenses, makeup
can he applied to comple
ment the bride's radiant gku
—.not offset the exaggerated
or diminished features that
result from glasses
Shouldn't sparkling eyes.
not thick eyeglasses, shine
through a lax wedding veil'
Matitode of benefits

ImPresdor Mks draw bet and matoddat
parasol are tbe perfect combination for
bridesmaids.

Trust
photos
• with pros
a_iikuno
Why tm
=
ts
,
day to a
ouca-in-e-while photographer. To get•treasured
collectioa of wedding photographs. select a seasoned
professional who has mastered the art of nimbi* a
wedding day atom is pictures. After the flowers
have wilted, Ws too lete to
restage the event ilk"paC•
tures were disapponsting.
Finding a professional
photographer who under•
stands your special needs
takes a Belle effort. Begin
your search early in the
planning stages eit your
wedding. particularly if you
plan to marry An.tiia the
peak seasons of Map June
or November/December

R.:sides the obvious cosmetic benefits, today*,
brides should-consider wear
ii soft lenses because they
aft so comfortable and easy
.to care for Soft lens wear no
longer requires complicated
care procedures that have.
in the past. dissuaded eye glans *elvers from making a
switch.
And, thanks to an all-in one saline solution from
Cooper viuun that cleans.
ruses, heal disinfects and
itorri soft lefties. daily lens
care is greatly simplified
Called MiraSollo, the solution has a built-in k; koner
that makes a separate daily
cleaning solution unneces
Wiry
Although daily cleaning
for safe and comfortable lens
wear is strongly advised to
protect ageinst enlisting and
potentially dangerous eye
problems, studies show that
64 percent of soft contact
lens wearers do not perform
this important lens care seep.
And when a bride is con•
cerned with the many lastminute details of her
wedding, she, too, may ens-

J. P. Nesbitt's

COUNTRY COLLECTION
Genially,
*064s
voloi--A„Do
Pap.
mach..
tovawww
vt004161"
odioess
Unusual Gifts for you Bridal Registry
,„Nwy 641 North Adlooning Wiggins FUrflit
1
-

sly forget I-hat
Sol is -ideal

A hs Mita

4 the

ton

atfle
means tine bottle
less step
I owe the reLepiron oser
and the hones nioon lyetrairs
the bride Lkiesn t hase link
wit,(11 alha)111 pa. k
a
hulks -heat disinfeL Iron unit
.t.00pet iv'mon .has solved
this pioblerir with
II di " lk-at I ho nle. t ion
therm
nit that
small as Ku
l'ishe Pack it up anti
the unit goes ans %heft- the
htide goes
making oset
sited, old fashioned heating
units obsolete
Streamlined prurydures
V.ith kits Late pc-mediae.
as simple as walking down
the Lusk. brides should hase
no trouble bidding glasses
farewell All a bride to tic
has to doss sunsuit An estLate speLialist. who will
C tam inc her and pies. robe
the proper lenses Then, the
new contact lens ViCitICI will
spend about half an hour
with the specialist or a train
ed -litter." who will e %plain
insertion And remuisat gnu
cedures
I he bride will also he
reminded that she must
make minor changes in her
routine to ensure consisted!
contact lens comfort lot
example,-she must inset
her lenses before applying
makeup because no matter
how careful she might he.
powder, mascara and hairspray canoe! into her eyes
During any celebrat
there's hound to he a kit of
smoke and dirt iii the Alf
which can collect on lenses
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Bridial Tii()Sets

'
,gag I rt

\II V.. tato, ,
keio..tisti.o. • I ool..riz.

Jewelr
ook's
Shopping Center

Central
Murray, Ky.

Store Hours: 9:30-6:00 Monday-Sot.

•
.'

DIE T
(
A
F-N
- 11H .

Miriam Olret
f Murray
Lost 69 lbs.
in 23 Weeks
I Love The New Me...

ci

Miriam was the typical professional dieter. She hod tried
everything end had even lost a let of weight before. Mit pined
it bock, She knew she hod to do something about her weight.
Miriam knew that a couple of her friends at church had been
going to the Diet Center. She had watched them lose weight and
so die asked diem shout the diet and they encourapd her to try
it. After giving it some thought;she decided to give it a try.
Mt leek at her nowl She's never felt better and the compliments era pouring in from a fair friends.
Miriam is excited obout Diet Center and she is quick to credit
her imenselers. She has learned to eat properly and she knows
she will never be-overweight spin.

Amp

You Can Du It-Too!
•-

.
The pit
\vi et Center
m r..s„,.
lIiige

43-0020

S
UHF. MI AB AI • ky

114 a
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Bridal Section

Bahamas con lead to unforgettable honeymoon
I ht. 13.sharts.ss 4 hcautu
Jul injiutl s .11 'HO Isla:kis.
us
11.014:111141.01 10
I..f 1V...
Itattaiths• sail IV .1 440
101.op.' of tuts 1.ind 'soul
im..)in.uti.n It jn ht..
solo.
trlascd and
---.171Z7ism.sto It 11404001 AnJ
Mb'. Is
lock dr pcisslusv
11.thatman island ot ist.smis
5.40N esit
ilk li.111.1111.1• Mt %ailing

uek stmt.' sou into howl,
moon %citing% -smith Elam,
()minus 4. asinos. superb
hat in
gicat golf and tennis.
tortianits tudew.iss and his
kits. al
I hi• cn hantilig s•land
kountly -siteishe•like
jewels astoss the turquoise
waters of the Atlantis , just
so nide.. off thc 4. oast III
I Loretta !he (Ault Si le.1111

bathes the Bahamas smith
sensuously warm wilier%
that arc ideal for swimming.
sailing. and watersksing.
and arc so clear that the
Sluhaidsvms and snorkeling
are among the world•s hest
Onnic.triti
Nassau. Freeport and
the Family Islands are the
basic Bahamian trio. each
offering a distinctiscly dif

Weidieg cakes
from Samos
are reforgettable

k

For that
day that
comes once...
Make it a
day to remember

re.

Samson
Meg
753-5434
Weddings,
anniversaries,
birthclays and oil
special occasions.
Coll for one of our!
decorated cakes.

We ore
specialists in
preparing and custom
decorating to
your specifications

Ets
I Hi; BAHAMAS — This beautiful Cattatry of 700 Islands is• tropical treasureland for
t IUD. It.•rainbow of places that enable bostarytnoottero to find paradise and take it lithe
• Pains or II"' howl*.
relent facet of The Bahamas.

We Specialize
In Gifts For
The Bride
china & Pottery

*Lenox• Noritake
Pottery
•MetIox •Fronciscon
New Lenox Hand Blown &
Hand Cut Crystal

tie side 000r
104 Y. Ilth Street
Seaton. Kentucky 4/02S

Epcot/Wolt Disney World
7 nights, including airfare from Nashville

$199"por pima

Bahamas
3 nights, including airfare from Memphis

From
pot porsoo

Hilton Head Island
February Special per night

From $1250 par parsers

FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY
.611A

711 Moat.
Alorroy, Ky.42071
753-4646

rich past such as Government House. Fort Charlotte. Fort Montagu and

Fort Fincastle.
Bay Street shops display
international goods at
lower than stateside prices.
and the famous straw market at Rawson Square adds
exciting color, with a profusion of locally made straw
hats. begs and dolls.
When the sun goes down.
the tio
.
-hrue'i, hotels on Nassau's e
Beach and Paradise Island (across the toll
bridge)pular with Balmmin
beet and acighisticaled nightclub entergainment.

Honeymoons...

From

As the Bahamian capital
for more than 200 years.
Nassau, located on Ness
Providence Island. is also
the seat of government.
Settle into an intimate
horse-drawn surrey. while
the driver takes you by
reminders of a vivid and

PersonalProfessional Service
We care enough to make your
wedding photographs the very
best.

127 S.7th St.
KY;4
247-0747

753-803S

118 South 12th

The Playboy and the Paradise Island casinos offer
gambling and Las Vegas
style shows. Restaurants
serve European. Chinese.
Japanese, Polyersiaii":"
American and Bahamian
cuisine.
The"Riviera of the New
World" is an apt descrip.
'lion or these twin settlements. Night life is bright
here with the =wish style
El Casino. one of the largest clubs and cabarets la
the world.
The Iniernational Bazaar
compr.ists 65 shops and

mini lasses repent:1V
diner's's parts atlas
Other attractions are the
Uaderwater Explorer's
Socisty one of the most
din MOM sad
the tore mid awn= le
the wesewhttretite
sat sins _bofts• hod.the
Oohsdas
bseehes.
meets .11MEN awl mees.
teem
tamisehe
Fan*

The Family Islands are a
cones:loon of calm and psi: turesque vdlaurs stretching
over 750 nukes of the crystal
clear Atheistic, With fades of

untouched pink sand
beaches, the Panay bisads
me idyllic settings for a lassSd
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Bridal ••.-. tom

Ever Bride likes to be
carried to.:.

Attire....*

(Continued from Page 3)
black strollers, striped
ties.
trousers, gray vests,
The Bridesmaids: Long
evening dresses; acwhite soft-collared shirts,
cessories same as in
gray-and-white striped
ties.
daytime. Fabrics can be
more elaborate.
The Bridesmaids:
Same as for formal wedThe Mothers: Floorlength evening dresses;
ding, although cut and
small head coverings,
fabrics may be simpler.
The Mothers: Same as
dressy accessories (furs,
for formal wedding.
jewelry).
SEMI-FORMAL
SEMI-FORMAL
EVENING
DAYTIME
The Bride: Same as
The Bride: White or
daytime. Fabrics or trim
pastel floor-length dress.
Veil: elbow length or
may be more elaborate.
The Men: Black dinner
shorter. Same acjackets, matching
cessories as formal wedding.
trousers, black vests or
cummerbunds, white
The Men: Gray or

dress shirts, black bow
ties. In warm weather,
white or ivory jackets.
The Bridesmaids: I.ong
evening dresses; accessories same as
daytime. Fabrics may be
more elaborate.
The Mothers: Same as
for formal wedding.
INFORMAL DAYTIME
AND EVENING
The Bride: White or
pastel floor-length dress.
short dress, or suit. Short
veil or bridal-type hat.
Small bouquet, corsage
or prayer book. Suitable
gloves and complementary shoes.
The Men: Black, dark
gray, or navy business
suits. In summer, white
or natural-color jackets,
dark tropical worsted
trousers, navy jackets,
white flannel trousers, or
white suits.
The Bridesmaids:
Same length dress as
bride wears; however, if
bride wears floor-length
style, it is permissible for
attendants to wear short
dresses.
Accessories should be
simple and suitable to the
ensemble.
The Mother: Streetlength dresses or suit
ensembles.
GUESTS
At a formal wedding,
women wear streetlength dresses or suits in
the daytime, long dresses
In thfevening, and the attire for men is coordinated to their escorts,
toile's otherwise stated
on the invitation.

die green door
Dixieland Center

olinens & accessories
for bed & bath
•Bridemoid s gifts
*Free qift wrapping
_

oBridol Registry
•Unusuol gifts for every
room in your house

04*

ur Bridal Registry
Is For l'ou...

•The bride-to-he registers her gift
selections
*Selections are displayed
*Announcement is placed in the
paper with bride's picture
*Deliver gifts for parties
*Bride receives a keepsake from
The Bamboo Garden
Brill..

Pairing 1;1A+%

COpper

('loch
Hanket',
Picture Frame.

Furniturr.

'smile.
Picture.
A lichen 4rt-y-41.1;6r.

# 111/1?•AM1300 BARDEN
Dixieland Center

753-0317

•

WhyEveryBride Should
Visit OurStole.
I . Bridal Registry Service. An exciting collection
of informal as well as formal patterns of
china, silver and crystal

Rem and rowselIse*kr the bride4elie.'

2. Great gift ideas for your attendants

S
HOW.

3. Socially correct wedding invitations

PON ALL YOUR
WIEDOING NEEDS
"E001.100 STATIONapy

4. Personal assistance by Registered Bridal
Constitants free of chary

pecialty
ACCES1101044
1or &wino C..aor

5. A free gift for you to say thanks for
registering your patterns with us.

Complete Or Partial Wedding Catering Service, Church Decorations, Cakes For All Occasions Decorated To Your Specifications,
Silk Flower Arrangements.
*ASK ABOUT OUR SPRING SPECIAL*
"Your Satisfaction Is Our Specialty"
1101 Old Mayfield Rd
Paducah, Kentucky 47001
502-442-6.560

itirches Jewelry-113S.4th
753-2835
a

lokniber Mebane' Bridal Service

••11

Brtdal Sections
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Wedding expenses...
(Continued from Page 2)

It's
Your Day...
We'll Help You Make It Special
Make an appointment for a:
Manicure, Wax Arch, Pedicure,
Hair Style
7
&sag( Monday-Saturday 8:00-5:00
1600 Dodson
753-8282

(owiTH

silver, flatware, crystal,
furniture,etc.).
THE GROOM'S
FAMILY
1. Clothes for the wedding.
2. Any traveling ex-

10. Bridesmaids' luncheon.
11. Optional: rehearsal
dingier.
12. Optional: household
furnishings for bride and
groom (linens, china,

DE

flU WME5

To The Panhandler...
Her special selections
from our bridal registry
will complete her future
kitchen and home.
031'
.Aes
e
octl
ssol

Op

e Pkcce
OcP

rch
rh
Piace"
ats
si
)
•. N e"ac
os

OP\
CofireictrGood Knives

v
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ette0
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sc09
Gifts

e

Or A.114•••••Gem.

epic/ns Cs

e'es1°

fire gillPM WM

Orgy •••••••4

penses and hotel bills
they incur.
3. Wedding gift for
bride and groom.
4. Optional: rehearsal
dinner or any other expenses they elect to
assume.
THE ATTENDANTS
1. Their wedding
clothes.
2. Any traveling expenses they incur.
3. Wedding gift for the
couple.
THE GUESTS
1. Any traveling expenses and hotel bills
they incur.
2. Wedding gift for the
couPleDuring the time the
wedding is being planned,
both sets of parents —
along with the engaged
couple — may wish to
diacues the financial matters involved in the forthcoming wedding. It is
wise for each party to
make it absolutely dear
what financial limits may
exist to prevent
misunderstandings or
hard feelings that may
arise after dete plans
have been made. If the
parents at the groom are
Unsocially willing and
able, they may offer at
any time to pay
ha,or an at the
mama.

weg4

.beS
fort.BRi
01.10.111111111111M4

Sensational New
Spring & Summer
Arrivals...
*Large in stock selection of
bridal - bridesmaid & prom
dresses.

,

Beautiful Rings For
_ That Lasting Love
•

••

Lindsey's Jewelry
CoenSew.

*Tuxedo rental by After Six, Bill
. Blass,and Pierre Cardin.
5100 Reidland Rd,
Paducah, Ky.
898-7620
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9:00-8:00 Sot. 9-6
Sun. 1-6
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Do's.and don'ts for choosing o honeymoon
What advice dues lirkk
rna4r4zinc have kit the couple
pianrung a honeymoon'
• tic honest with caL h
other Flow do you troth
want to •pend your
borwgm.iin
Shop-

ping

k
Wawa%
h'
• lAtikc 1, our fitins catty
You'll !use A hettes hatx.r"
of getting etas tly thc %pastat the tune stril u.tnt instead
of heir* ihsappointed or tuts

mg to pas mow hr.alive thr
tartar arc •
.d1 Liken
• I akc at.h.intagc ol tun
mg
with night flight *.a.
mg% weckdat, c ut 51011
and pc.sal Curs kin Lind and
in the Air And hc sure to
ft%NM Ifl soul1111.4.-

These Are A
Few Of The
Many Reasons
To Choose
David Celaya
At
Wells Studio
No Matter What Size Of Your
Wedding, We Have A Plan Designed
To Fit Your Needs
. .... .

rid
.•

PHOTOGRAPHER: DAVID CELAYA

scstig.itc oft sca.,11
too K itic to aohne lout
de par t Ille nis hotel • t1.1111
tk-.1akeLLITC I• .111t1 11'011.

lot No.
%he,- Is and honey
pa. kapr iictath
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Tips on how to
Flow I.. hdrldif. d ne 1, CI
rniJing suram of advice from
Lundy rind -friends is a chat
Icngc all marrying couples
Lax assording to ankle in
rcs ens issur Hmk nut.'
/Ha
.

handle fanw
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"Its not good for a mar
if a Vo eh makes more
money than her husband.'•
the broile•s Mother might
You really should
+e)
buy a-condominium instead
of renting." the grooms
rage

uncle will insist
Everyone is eager to help
bnde and groom adjust to
their new roles The only
troubk with all this help is
that it can be so oVCI•
helmsng that the couple

ends advice

end up feeling Confused and

pressured. Which advice
should they take? How can
they turn down a piece of
advice without hurting a
loved Ones feelings?
In order to deal with this

situation. the cou" must
know what they want. says
Bride • s . They -should sit

down together before the
wedding and ask: "Where
do we want to liver"'How
important will our'careers

Wal-Mart's
Jewelry
"'Department
has a Gift Registry...
4R
jr,
AM

r
ek

rt

Bridal Seeable
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*You come to the jewelry department
and register
•Select the gifts of your choice
We keep on file your personal gift selections for your:

be?" -How do we hope to
sptnd our free timer Premarital counseling— available through churches.
universities, and psychological associations — can
help by providing a framework for these talks.
'The answers the couple
aniveatshOuld be asspeak
as possible,— forinatance. "RVII try to start a family
within three, years." or
"Wel plan to*tend I sveekt
end a month alone,jusVtlir
two of us." When the couple
disagree they should push to
find a compromise rather
than one or the other simply
giving in. since "easy" solutions often lead to anger and
resentment.
. Once a couple feel secure
in their deciiiions, says
aride's.they'll be able to
react calmly to the advice
coming their way.
- First, they should deteringiesson why a person is
so eager to ofkr ad vice.
Second, the couple
should realize that all the
advice they get'won't be
useless — especially when
lin advice-giver has experience in the area.
Finally, the bride and
groom must know how to
soap hstening and turn down
unneeded advice. Since
most advice-givers mean
well, it's-ordy kind for the
couple to let them know
that they do value their
ions even if they can't
all of them.

bilerried oaken die yew is
NOW.

He'll be loving. kind and

bur.
1Frin-FWVITIRktri-dri-

Birthday
Anniversary

Wedding
Valentine's Day

or any other

Mother's Day
Christmas

Special Occasion...

This gift information is available to
0: your
Husband-Family-Friends
For further details, visit the jewelry
departmelit.

i

(Whip you register, yaw will also beeonse-*114-4-4,en preferred cuitiomers and will receive special mollingiand allele.)
MoneSatv94131 N..47599995
641 North Central Center
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